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Since the last edition we have moved 
from Plan B, back to Plan A, and 

now out of Covid restrictions 
altogether.  Hopefully, this, especially 
the end of mandatory ‘working from 
home’, will see trade returning to pubs 
in the City and West End (see Christine 
Cryne’s report on page 20).  That said, 
we should not be complacent.  The 
curse that is Covid has not gone away 
and many people are still inclined 
towards caution. 
  The consequences of Covid are now 
being exacerbated by wider problems.  
In February, UKHospitality (UKH) were 
predicting price increases of 11% 
across the hospitality sector.  In parts of 
London (and not just centrally), a pint 
can now cost £5 or £6.  We can all 
understand what is driving these price 
increases, not least fuel prices, which 
have both direct and indirect effects.  
Some energy suppliers are even refusing 
to supply pubs and restaurants because 
they see them as too much of a risk.  
There have also been increases in 
employment costs, wholesale food and 
drink prices, and insurance costs.  

  Furthermore, as from 1 April, the VAT 
rate returns to 20%.  This will also add 
to the cost of a pint but, of course, here 
there’s no benefit to the pub.  It goes 
straight to the Government.  The 
industry has asked the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer to keep the 12.5% rate 
for now.  His response will have been in 
his Spring Statement, due shortly after 
we went to print. 
  We drinkers, of course, are affected 
by many of the same problems and our 
‘discretionary spend’ is being reduced.  
However justified the increases might 
be, pub operators have to accept the 
risk that many potential customers will 
be priced out.  It is in their own best 
interests to keep prices competitive 
(and by that I don’t mean cheap).  I 
accept that it is not easy but it needs to 
be done. 
  Finally, and not surprisingly, the pub 
and beer trade have been to the 
forefront of fundraising efforts for the 
people of Ukraine.  Shepherd Neame, 
for example, donated £20,000 to the 
British Red Cross’s DEC Ukraine 
Humanitarian Appeal, and is promoting 
a Just Giving campaign across its pub 
estate.  One pub raised £600 through 
a cupcake sale.  Charity fundraising is a 
side of the hospitality trade, especially 
with community pubs, that those in 
power seem to have little regard for.  I, 
for one, say ‘well done’. 
Tony Hedger

Copies of London Drinker are distributed by CAMRA volunteers to some 1,200 
pubs and clubs in and around Greater London.  It is also being delivered direct to 

all of their outlets in the area by J D Wetherspoon’s and Fuller’s are also 
distributing copies to some of their managed houses.   The magazine will still be 

available on-line and a link will be e-mailed to all CAMRA members in Greater 
London who have opted to receive electronic communications.  Alternatively, go 

to www.london.camra.org.uk.

The Second Bob Steel Memorial Walk 
On Saturday 21 May, CAMRA’s Croydon & Sutton branch will be holding the 
second of these events, based on routes featured in the late Bob Steel’s 
London Pub Walks book (third edition).  This time we will be following Walk 
no. 24 ‘South down the Northern Line’.  It will start at the Nightingale in 
Balham (SW12 8NX) at noon and then move on via Balham (Balham Bowls 
Club and Hagen & Hyde) and Tooting (Wheatsheaf, King’s Head and 
Antelope) to end in the Sultan, South Wimbledon around 6pm.  The walking 
distance is under five miles but this can be shortened by use of the 
Underground.  All are welcome to join us on the day. 
Dave Lands
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Branch diaries

This is a list of CAMRA Greater London regional and branch 
events for April and May, as notified at the date of 

production.  For full details of the events listed below and 
where no events are shown, please consult the branch 
website as listed.  If no events are listed, it does not mean 
that there are none taking place.  Meetings, visits and socials 
are open to all; everyone is welcome to come along.  To check 
on the areas covered by the branches shown below, please 
go to www.london.camra.org.uk/viewnode.php?id=20208. 
 
REGIONAL EVENT 
www.london.camra.org.uk 
May 
• Wed 25 (7.30) London Liaison Committee; venue to be 
confirmed 
 
LONDON PUBS GROUP 
Jane Jephcote, jane.jephcote@googlemail.com, 07813 
739856 
www.londonpubsgroup.camra.org.uk 
April  
• Wed 13 (7pm) Evening pub tour of Fitzrovia: start at 
Flying Horse (formerly Tottenham), 6 Oxford St, W1D 1AN 
May 
• Tue 17 (7.30) Meeting: Royal Oak, 44 Tabard St, SE1 4JU.  
All CAMRA members interested in pub research and 
preservation welcome. 
 
REGIONAL CIDER EVENTS  
http://ianwhite.info/London_Cider_Events.html 
April  
• Sat 2 (12pm) London Cider & Perry Festival: Matchstick 
Piehouse Theatre, Railway Arches 213-214, Edward St, 
Deptford SE8 5HD. See page 23. 
May 
• Sat 7 (3pm) Social: Rising Sun 1 Canal Side, Berkhamsted 
HP4 2EG. Frequent trains from Euston; pub is a five-minute 
walk along canal towpath. 
• Wed 18 (6.30) Social: Hop Inn, 122 North St, Hornchurch 
RM11 1SU.  Nr Emerson Park Overground. 
 
YOUNG MEMBERS’ GROUP 
Co-ordinator: Tori Bishop-Rowe, 
victoria.bishop.rowe@gmail.com 
http://groups.google.com/ group/london-camra-ym 
 
BEXLEY 
Rob Archer, branch.contact@bexley.camra.org.uk. 
www.bexley.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 13 (7pm) Meeting: Penny Farthing, Crayford  
DA1 4JJ 
 
BROMLEY 
Barry Phillips, social.secretary@bromley.camra.org.uk 
www.bromley.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 6 (7.30) PotY Award evening: One Inn the Wood. 
209 Petts Wood Rd, BR5 1LA 
• Sat 16 (12.30) Beer Festival social: Greyhound, 
Commonside, Keston BR2 6BP 

• Tue 26 (7.30) Cttee meeting: Imperial Arms 1 Old Hill, 
Chislehurst BR7 5LZ 
• Wed 27 (from 7pm) CotY Award presentation & meet the 
brewer Evening (Twickenham brewery), Orpington Liberal 
Club, 7 Station Rd BR6 0RZ 
• Sat 30 (2pm) Local Brewery Loop social: start at Ignition 
Brewery Tap Room, Ground Floor, The Sydenham Centre, 
44a Sydenham Rd, SE26 5QX 
May 
• Mon 9 (7.30) Bromley social: Partridge, 194 High St,  
BR1 1HE 
• Tue 17 (2pm) Chislehurst social: Bull’s Head, 5 Royal 
Parade, BR7 6NR 
• Fri 27 (7.30) Bromley tap takeover social (Marlix & 
Mutineers’ breweries): Lock & Barrel, 18 London Rd,  
BR1 3QR 
• Tue 31 (7.30) Cttee meeting: Greyhound, Commonside, 
Keston BR2 6BP 
 
CROYDON & SUTTON 
Social Sec: Terry Hewitt, 020 8660 5931, 
contact@croydon.camra.org.uk 
www.croydon.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Tue 5 (8pm) Social: Green Dragon CR0 1NA 
• Thu 14 (8pm) Social: Royal Standard CR0 1SS 
• Wed 20 (8.30) Meeting: Dog & Bull CR0 1RG 
• Tue 26 (8pm) Social: Surprise/Crown CR0 5HF 
May 
• Wed 4 (8pm) Sutton social: Lord Nelson/Little Windsor 
SM1 4QP 
• Thu 12 (1pm) Social: Builders Arms CR0 6TP 
• Mon 16 (8.30) Branch AGM: Cryer Arts Centre, 
Carshalton SM5 3BB 
• Sat 21 (12pm) Bob Steel Memorial Walk: start at 
Nightingale, 97 Nightingale La, Balham SW12 8NX 
• Thu 26 (8pm) Social/LD pick up: Hope, 48 West St, 
Carshalton SM5 2PR 
 
EAST LONDON & CITY 
Branch Sec: Andy Kinch, 07757 772564, 
elacbranch@mail.com 
www.pigsear.org.uk 
April 
• Tue 5 (6.30) Pig’s Ear charity cheque presn: Hackney 
Town Hall. Please inform Branch if you are going to attend. 
• Thu 21 (7.30) Hackney social: start at Pembury Tavern,  
90 Amhurst Rd, E8 1JH 
May 
• Wed 11 (8pm) Branch AGM: Leyton Orient Supporters 
Club, Oliver Rd, E10 5NF 
 
ENFIELD & BARNET 
Peter Graham, 07946 383498, 
contact@enfieldandbarnet.camra.org.uk 
www.enfieldandbarnet.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 6 (8pm) Enfield social: start at Wonder, EN2 0JG 
• Thu 14 (8pm) East Finchley social: start at Windsor 
Castle, N2 8DL 
• Wed 20 (8pm) GLPotY shortlist visit 
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• Sat 23 (12.30) New River walk: start at Prince, Wood 
Green N22 8PA 
May 
• Tue 3 (8pm) GLPotY shortlist visit 
• Thu 5 Visit to Bexley Beer Festival 
• Tue 10 (8pm) Cttee meeting & social, New Crown, 
Southgate N14 5PH 
• Wed 18 (8pm) New Barnet social: start at Railway Tavern 
EN4 8RR 
• Sat 23 All day Herts minibus trip: see website for more 
details 
• Wed 25 (8pm) GLPotY shortlist visit 
• Tue 31 (8pm) High Barnet social: start at Black Horse, 
EN5 4BW 
 
KINGSTON & LEATHERHEAD 
Clive Taylor 020 8949 2099, ctaylor20070@freeuk.com 
https://kandl.camra.org.uk/ 
April 
• Tue 12 (8pm) GBG selection meeting: Royal Oak, New 
Malden KT3 4RD 
• Thu 21 (7pm) Social: Willoughby Arms St George’s beer 
festival, Kingston KT2 6LN 
• Tue 26 (2pm) Ewell afternoon: start at the Eight Bells 
KT17 2DU 
May 
• Wed 4 (8pm) Meeting: Druid’s Head, Kingston KT1 1JT 
 
NORTH LONDON 
John Wilson, 07840 111590, jgwnw3@hotmail.com 
www.northlondon.camra.org.uk 
 
RICHMOND & HOUNSLOW 
Roy Hurry, 020 8570 0643(h), 07971 316469(m), 
rh014q5742@blueyonder.co.uk 
www.rhcamra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 6 (8pm) Cttee meeting: Coach & Horses, 27 Barnes 
High St, SW13 9LW 
• Tue 19 (7.30) Social: start at Angel & Crown, Richmond 
TW9 1JL (including Lockdown Hero award presn) 
May 
• Wed 11 (8pm) Cttee meeting: Moon Under Water, 
Hounslow TW3 3LF 
• Wed 18 (8pm) Branch AGM: Steam Packet, Strand on 
the Green W4 3NN 
• Tue 24 (8pm) Social: start at Jolly Coopers, Hampton 
TW12 2SJ (including Lockdown Hero award presn) 
 
SOUTH EAST LONDON 
Neil Pettigrew, contact@sel.camra.org.uk; Social Sec: 
Andrew Sewell, social@sel.camra.org.uk 
https://sel.camra.org.uk 
 
SOUTH WEST ESSEX 
Alan Barker, contact@swessex.camra.org.uk, 07711 971957 
(M) evenings or weekends only 
swessex.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Thu 7 to Mon 11 Branch visit to National Members’ 
Weekend, Winter Garden, Compton St, Eastbourne BN21 4BP 

• Fri 15 (11am) Social: 15th Thanet Easter Beer Fest, 
Winter Gardens, Fort Crescent, Margate CT9 1HX.  See 
website for travel details. 
• Mon 18 (12pm) Easter Beer Festival, Upminster 
TapRoom, 1b Sunnyside Gdns, RM14 3DT 
• Sat 30 (12pm) Commemoration & celebration event, 
Colchester Brewery, Colchester Rd, Wakes Colne,  
CO6 2DY (further details tba – see Branch website) 
May 
• Sat 7 (12pm) Steve’s Birthday pub crawl (venue details 
tba – see Branch website) 
• Wed 11 (7.30) Brentwood social: Brewery Tap, 28 
Primrose Hill/Kings Rd, CM14 4LT, then (9pm) Peasants’ 
Revolt, 137A Kings Rd, CM14 4DR 
• Wed 18 (8.30) Social: Fatling, 109 High St, Hornchurch 
RM11 1TX 
• Thu 26 (5pm Social: South Benfleet Social Club Real Ale 
& Cider Fest, 8 Vicarage Hill, SS7 1PB 
 
SOUTH WEST LONDON 
Mike Flynn, 07751 231191, info@swl.camra.org.uk 
https://swl.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 6 (7.30) Meeting: Cat’s Back, Wandsworth SW18 1PP 
• Wed 20 (7pm) Social: Ram Inn, Wandsworth SW18 4LB. A 
farewell event for the SlyBeast Brewery - see page 38.  All 
are welcome.   
• Wed 27 (7.30) Battersea social – see website for details 
May 
• Wed 11 (7.30) Meeting: Priory Arms, Stockwell SW8 2PB 
 
WATFORD & DISTRICT 
Andrew Vaughan, 07854 988152, 
branch@watford.camra.org.uk 
www.watford.camra.org.uk 
April 
• Wed 13 (8.30) Watford social: start at Prince George, 
WD24 5BB 
• Mon 25 (8pm) Meeting: West Herts Sports Club, WD18 
7HP 
May 
• Sat 21 (1pm) Chorleywood social: start at White Horse, 
WD3 5SD 
• Mon 30 (8pm) Meeting: West Herts Sports Club, WD18 7HP 
 
WEST LONDON 
Paul Charlton, 07835 927357, 
contact@westlondon.camra.org.uk; Social Sec: Stuart 
Duncan, 07432 132933, socials@westlondon.camra.org.uk 
www.westlondon.camra.org.uk 
 
WEST MIDDLESEX 
Social Sec: Roy Tunstall, 07585 744533, 
roy@westmiddx.camra.org.uk 
https://westmiddx.camra.org.uk/ 
May 
Wed 4 (8pm) Branch AGM: Forester, West Ealing W13 9EP 
 
The electronic copy deadline for the June/July 2022 
edition is absolutely no later than Friday 6 May 2022.  
Please send entries to ldnews.hedger@gmail.com.
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Last call for CAMRA’s Members’ Weekend, AGM and 
Conference.  This will be held from Friday 8 to Sunday 
10 April at the Winter Garden in Eastbourne (BN21 4BP).  
Go to https://camra.org.uk/members-weekend-agm-
conference/ for details.  Volunteers to help are still 
needed. 

 
KIDBROOKE BEER FESTIVAL 

Eric Camfield, the festival organiser, has let me know that 
Des de Moor, the celebrated beer writer, will be visiting 

the festival on Friday 27 May to talk to visitors about beer 
and pubs and to sign copies of the latest edition of his book, 
London’s Best Beer Pubs and Bars.  Des will be there from 
2pm.  See page 11 for full details of the event. 
 

PIG’S EAR FESTIVAL FINALLY HAPPENS! 

The 37th Pig’s Ear Beer Festival, postponed from 2020, 
finally took place in the Round Chapel, Hackney, from 30 

November to 4 December 2021.  Organised by CAMRA’s 
East London & City Branch, the festival had London’s largest 
range of cask ale in 2021, despite running at a reduced 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Back to normal! 
capacity because of Covid.  10,000 pints were sold, from a 
range of 175 casks.  Cider, perry and a range of British and 
international key kegs were also available.  For the first time 
a live and interactive beer list was available online, with 
drinkers able to scan a QR code to view the list on their 
phones.   
  Since the festival moved to Hackney, charitable donations 
have been made to the good causes chosen by the current 
Speaker of Hackney, who this year was Councillor Michael 
Desmond.  A grand total of £803 was donated to the St 
Joseph’s Hospice and the Hackney Empire.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Speaker (left) with volunteer Vincent Stops 

  The Beer of the Festival was Redemption’s Victorian Mild, 
which was a collaboration with Kernel Brewery. 
  Pig’s Ear will return (fingers crossed) for the 38th time 
from 29 November to 3 December 2022; keep an eye on 
www.pigsear.org.uk and future editions of London Drinker 
for news! 
Esme Bradbury 
 

ELAC CATCH UP WITH THEIR PRESENTATIONS 

CAMRA’s East London & City Branch have been catching 
up with some presentations which had to be delayed 

because of the pandemic.  On 19 January, the venue was the 
Pembury Tavern in Hackney (E8 1JH) for a double 
presentation.  The pub was the winner of ELAC’s Community 
Pub of the Year award for 2020 while the pub’s owners, Five 
Points Brewery, were presented with the silver award in the 
porter category for the London and South East Area round 
of CAMRA’s Champion Beer of Britain competition for 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Those in the photo are Vincent Stops (former BLO for Five 
Points), Greg Hobbs (director of brewing at Five Points), Pete 
Walker general manager of the Pembury), Dawn Marks 
(ELAC Pubs Officer) and Andy Kinch (ELAC Branch 
Secretary).  With thanks to Ryan Hess of Five Points for the 
photo. 
  The ELAC Cider Pub of the Year for 2020 was the Cock 
Tavern, also in Hackney (E8 1EJ).  The presentation took 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
place on Tuesday 25 January.  The photo is of Colette 
Goulding, ELAC’s Cider Officer, and Joel Wood, the pub’s 
manager.  With thanks to James Watson for the photo. 
  The ELAC Pub of the Year for 2020 was the Northcote 
Arms in Leyton (E11 4EL).  The presentation was made on 



LEYTON ORIENT SUPPORTERS CLUB, THE BREYER GROUP STADIUM, OLIVER ROAD, LONDON E10 5NF 
T: 020 8988 8288   E: loscinfo@aol.com   W: orientsupporters.org  T: @lofcsupporters 
Just a few minutes from Leyton (Central Line) Station. Buses 58, 69, 97, 158 & W14   to Coronation Gardens

LEYTON ORIENT SUPPORTERS CLUB

MAY BEER GALA 
PLUS… CAMRA EAST LONDON AND CITY CLUB OF THE YEAR 

Presentation  

FRIDAY 13th MAY 
FROM 5.00PM 

ADMISSION FREE  H SNACKS AVAILABLE

Invites you to our
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Tuesday 22 February and pictured are landlady Tuesday 
Roberts with the certificate and Dawn Marks (ELAC Pubs 
Officer).   
  For the month leading up to International Women’s Day 
on 8 March, the Northcote presented a month of Beers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

brewed by brewsters.  The photo shows Tuesday with the 
impressive list of beers available.  With thanks to Esme 
Bradbury for both photos. 
  Finally, following the recent restoration which has returned 
the pub to its former Victorian glory, the Boleyn Tavern in 
Upton Park (E6 1PW) clearly remains on CAMRA’s list of 
Historic Pub Interiors.  To celebrate this, Andy Kinch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
presented a certificate to Robert Thomas, left, the owner of 
both the Boleyn Tavern and the Remarkable Pubs company, 
who operate the pub. 
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BRANCH PUBS AND CLUBS OF THE YEAR 

As we went to print, details were starting to come through 
of this year’s CAMRA branch awards.  

  Bromley branch: Pub of the Year is the One Inn The 
Wood, Petts Wood (BR5 1LA) and the Club of the Year is the 
Orpington Liberal Club (BR6 0RZ). 
  East London & City branch: Pub of the Year is Ye Olde 
Rose & Crown, Walthamstow (E17 4SA) and the Club of the 
Year is the Leyton Orient Supporters Club (E10 5NF). 
 

CIDER MONTH 

May will, once again, be CAMRA’s Cider Month.  As well 
as London’s own cider and perry festival on 2 April (see 

page 23) please help Britain’s orchards by visiting the 
growing number of pubs selling traditional cider and perry 
in London.  There will also be new content about cider and 
perry on CAMRA’s Learn & Discover site. 
 

ALE RETURNS TO THE RAILS OF EPPING FOREST 

The historic carriages of the Epping Ongar Railway will 
again host delighted drinkers, with the first ale train of 

2022 scheduled for the evening of Saturday 23 April.  With 
connecting bus service from Epping Underground station, 
this is the only ale train within reach of London using an 
Oyster card.  While the full range of beers and ciders has yet 
to be confirmed, to kick things off, the railway plan to order 
from breweries in Essex.  It has been decided to postpone 
the return of the real ale festival for a further year and we 
expect the next joint CAMRA & EOR event to be held in the 
summer of 2023.  Additional trains are scheduled to operate 
throughout 2022, including an ale train event on Saturday 
16 July, which would usually be when the festival 
would be held.  For more information and tickets, visit 
www.eorailway.co.uk. 
 

FESTIVAL FRUSTRATION 

Speaking as someone who has done it, running a beer 
festival can sometimes be a thankless task.  Spare a 

thought for the organisers of the Burton Beer Festival, 
CAMRA’s Burton and South Derbyshire branch.  The festival 
was due to be held in March.  In January, although 
restrictions generally were being lifted, their venue decided 
to continue with the stringent ones that they already had in 
place, particularly those relating to the permitted number of 
attendees.  Consequently, the organisers cancelled the 
event.  The cancellation however brought about a social 
media campaign which led to a councillor intervening and 
the venue easing their restrictions.  By this time however, all 
the preparations – beer, catering, entertainment etc – had 
been cancelled and the organisers felt that it was too late to 
reverse their decision.  Although they originally had received 
messages of support, some abuse was received over the 
decision not to reinstate the event.  Branch chairman Stewart 
Gibson commented, “Please be kind, none of us get paid 
for this and it’s completely out of our control.” 
  Both the Cambridge and Reading CAMRA beer festivals 
(scheduled for 23 to 28 May and 23 to 26 June respectively) 
have been cancelled.  Both have experienced insur-
mountable supply chain issues. 

 
OFF THE BUSES 

Sadly, the very popular Isle of Wight Classic Buses, Beer 
and Walks Weekend, a collaboration between the IW Bus 

Museum and IW CAMRA,  has been cancelled permanently.  
The event had grown from 3,000 visitors in its first years to 
20,000 when it was last held in 2019.  The existing 
organisers, all volunteers, are no longer able to manage the 
event, with planning now taking more than nine months.  The 
IW Bus Museum will however still be holding weekend 
events in May and October in the Ryde area.  
 

SUMMER OF PUB 
CAMRA are once again running their summer-long 
celebration of pubs from May to August.  Events will 
shortly start to be listed on the CAMRA website. 

Welcome to ‘One to Try’ 

One encouraging aspect of the pandemic and its lockdowns was the number of breweries of all sizes which showed their 
resourcefulness by, for the first time, producing bottled and canned beers.  This is what the trade calls ‘small pack’ products.  In 

recognition of this, CAMRA is revamping its Real Ale in a Bottle accreditation scheme to give it a wider scope.  It will now be called 
One to Try and will cover beers that CAMRA regards as ‘live’, in that they continue to condition in their final container. 
  Brewers are being invited to nominate their beers for inclusion in the scheme via a self-certification process.  There will be no costs 
involved.  Consumers will be able to access a register of all beers, along with information on the subject, including beer styles and the 
processes involved in producing beer in bottles and cans.   
  Gillian Hough, CAMRA’s Real Ale, Cider and Perry Campaigns Director explained, “Live beer in all its formats is a varied and delightful 
product.  One to Try aims to make exploring live beer styles in bottles or cans easier for everyone.  When CAMRA was founded, there 
were only five real ales available in so-called ‘small pack’ but bottle and can conditioned beers have come a long way since then.  
Today, there are hundreds of bottled and canned live beers for consumers to enjoy and we want to support and celebrate the brewers 
who make them.  Look out for the One to Try logo, enjoy these fresh, living products and find some new favourites while supporting 
UK breweries!” 
  Justin Hawke, owner and head brewer at Moor Beer, who were the first brewery to have a CAMRA accredited can-conditioned 
beer, added, “I’ve been a CAMRA member and volunteer for 25 years and moved to Britain for my love of real ale and pubs.  Everything 
we brew is 100% naturally conditioned, and it is still one of my personal and professional life achievements to have been the first to 
be accredited for brewing real ale in a can.  It’s a real point of difference achieved through an incredible amount of extra cost and 
work, but we firmly believe that you taste the difference with our live beer.” 
  Further information, including how brewers can join the scheme, can be found at camra.org.uk/ott.



THU 26 - SAT 28 MAY
12.00 – 22.30

40+ real ales | 20+ real ciders
Members, non-members and families welcome.

Charlton Park RFC, 60A Broad Walk, SE3 8NB

SEL.CAMRA.ORG.UK   #KBCFEST       @SELCAMRAFEST

SE LONDON CAMRA presents



ROLL OF HONOUR 

I mentioned the Roll of Honour in the last edition but I have 
to admit that I had not fully understood how it worked.  It 

is being continuously updated with new nominations.  Those 
Greater London members who have been added in the 
meantime are Chris Bruton, ‘Arry Hart, Alex Kovacevic, Colin 
Riddett and Jim Scanlon. 
 

PEOPLE AWARDS 

The final batch of awards, those to 
individuals and groups who have 

contributed to CAMRA’s aims over the 
last 50 years, has now been announced.  
As well as individual CAMRA members, 
the list includes people from the beer 
and pub trades and politicians.  Also 
automatically included are: 

• all current and former regional directors; 
• all current and former campaigners of the year; 
• all 40th anniversary campaigners; 
• all 25th cider anniversary campaigners; 
• all current and former staff. 

  Those Greater London members included in the 40th 
anniversary category are: Bill Austin (Watford), Chris Bruton 
(West Middlesex), Christine Cryne (North London), John 
Cryne (North London), Michael Hardman (CAMRA Founder) 
and John Norman (Kingston & Leatherhead). 
  New awards have gone to Alan Barker (South West Essex), 
Laura Emson (North London), John Hanscomb (Watford & 
District), Sue Hart (formerly South West London) and Tony 
Hedger (South West London).   
  Awards were also made to Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of 
London, and former prime minister Gordon Brown.  Mr 
Brown has been included because Small Brewers’ Duty Relief 
was introduced during his tenure as Chancellor of the 
Exchequer.  The measure has had a significant impact on the 
nation’s brewing industry, encouraging many new small, 
independent brewers and considerably widening the choice 
available to the consumer. 
  Mr Khan’s award is in recognition of the Greater London 
Authority’s willingness to work with CAMRA’s Greater London 
Region, resulting in the inclusion in the London Plan of pub 
preservation measures which are among the most 
comprehensive in the UK.
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Golden Awards

Are you a CAMRA member? If not, why not join?   
See page 53 for details.



Scan to book one of  
the scheduled tours

SAMBROOK’S UPCOMING EVENTS

SAMBROOK’S BREWERY 
HERITAGE CENTRE TOURS

Guided tours of the Heritage Centre detailing the 
history of UK's longest continuously brewing 
site (since 1533!) and the story of brewing in 
London. 
Tours last sixty minutes and start with tutored 
tastings of two classical London beers. After the 
tour you will be offered a free pint of cask beer in 
the Sambrook's Brewery Tap. 
Ticket price is £15 for scheduled tours (must be 
booked in advance) or bespoke tours can be 
arranged by contacting 
john@sambrooksbrewery.co.uk 



Is the beer industry unwelcoming?
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About five years ago, I chaired a panel held at CAMRA’s 
Manchester Beer Festival which discussed the way 

women were treated in the beer industry, and by pubs in 
particular.  What was said could have been predicted, 
indicating that the situation really hadn’t changed since the 
1970s when CAMRA was formed.  Sadly, it also reflected that 
good policies on their own aren’t enough.  This was summed 
up by a director of a small local Manchester pub chain who 
said, “In preparation for this session, I spoke to a number of 
our female staff.  50% of them said they that they been 
touched or spoken to inappropriately but our staff complaint 
figures didn’t bear this out.  When I asked why they didn’t 
report it (in line with our policies) everyone said they 
accepted it as part of the job.” 
  The lack of change in the attitude towards women was 
recently reflected in the boycotting of last year’s Mikeller’s 
Copenhagen Beer Celebration by a number of brewers, 
including Kernel.  What was reported in January’s BBC 
programme on BrewDog appeared to reinforce this.  
Manchester’s Marble Brewery also came under similar fire 
last summer, resulting in the resignation of a (female) director.  
If even half of the reports are true, it is worrying that the 
industry is risking the alienation of half of their possible 
employees and customers. 
  But equal opportunities policies and practice apply wider 
than just to females.  The brewery industry lacks people from 
a BAME background.  I can think of only three people from 
a non-white background at a senior level in a London 
brewery and two of these are at Wild Card (Asa and Jaega); 
the other is Farooq at Portobello.  In the USA, certain 
organisations, such as the American Brewers Association, are 
tracking these numbers, although there is nobody doing so 
in the UK (or Europe).  How do we know if the industry is 
improving if nothing is actually measured? 
  The situation is far worse for LGBQT people.  Any tracking 
of this group seems to be ignored and the discrimination 
shown can be equally intimidating.  A couple of years ago, 
an article by Emma Inch (who is currently chair of the British 
Guild of Beer Writers) was one of the most powerful I have 
read on what it was like to be thought to be different when 
visiting a pub.  
  However, it really isn’t all doom and gloom.  A workshop 
on whether the beer industry is welcoming, put on by the 
European Beer Consumers’ Union and which I chaired last 
autumn, brought together people from all over Europe to 
discuss equal opportunities in the beer industry.  The select 
panel was made up of Jing Chen, co-owner of the Black Lab 
Brewery and Bistro in Barcelona, Gordon Keen from Laines, 

Aniko Lehiten, Chair of Olutlitto (CAMRA’s equivalent in 
Finland) and Cian Duffy, an Irish pub historian.  There were 
some great stories about initiatives, from Jing explaining 
how women were key to the running of her bar to Laines, 
who had set up an apprentice scheme called ‘All for One’ 
targeted at under-represented groups.  However, in Finland, 
the main issue seems to be getting women interested in beer 
at all!    
  Initiatives such as the International Women’s Beer Day, 
where female brewers across many countries brew a 
particular beer in celebration of the brewster, generally had 
a low awareness.  The Pink Boots movement in the USA has 
been promoting women in the beer industry.  Latterly, again 
in the USA, the Brave Noise collaboration was set up with 
the aim of sharing women’s stories of sexism and misogyny.  
The latter are now trying to make inroads in the UK and seem 
to have also spread into other equal opportunities areas such 
as race and LGBTQ as well.  Park Brewery in Kingston on 
Thames have become engaged and have put a statement 
on zero tolerance on their website (see page 38).  Similarly, 
the London Brewers Alliance is currently working on a code 
of conduct and a complaints process. 
  CAMRA has been ahead of the game.  It once had 
LAGRAD, the Lesbian and Gay Real Ale Drinkers group, 
which was active for many years but sadly disappeared 
around 2017.  In 2014, CAMRA also brought out a charter 
which outlined how volunteers and customers should 
behave, particularly at events.  It also has a code of conduct, 
which every member signs up for and it is currently 
conducting a survey on diversity.  Unfortunately, with CAMRA 
membership being over three quarters male, I suspect that 
the results are likely be biased, while the replies from many 
female members could be written now.  It is unlikely to make 
pretty reading.  
  And what about people with disabilities?  Although 
apparently few and far between, there are some great 
initiatives such as that set up by Ignition Brewery in 
Sydenham which ‘employs and trains people with learning 
disabilities to brew and serve great beer’. 
  So is the beer industry unwelcoming?  In most areas of 
equal opportunities, it is probably no worse than many other 
industries but when it comes to the treatment of women, it 
usually scores worse.  But, as said earlier, and as many beer 
companies have shown, you can have lots of good policies 
and procedures but if they aren’t followed, and there is no 
leadership from the top, they really aren’t worth the paper 
they are written on. 
Christine Cryne

London, Capital of Brewing 

At the last count, there were around 130 breweries in Greater London.  
They are listed on CAMRA’s  

Greater London Region website: www.london.camra.org.uk.   
Please support them by buying their beer,  

preferably from pubs or otherwise direct or from permitted stockists.



• Plenty of lounge seating
• Two outdoor areas with tables and seating
• Fully stocked wine and spirit bar on site

Thursday:12.00pm-10.30pm, entry £5
Friday: 12.00pm-10.30pm, entry £5
Saturday: 12.00pm-9.00pm or until the beer runs out, entry £2

£2 discount for card carrying CAMRA members
and students (£1 discount on Saturday)

Plus £1 Refundable Glass Deposit
Join CAMRA at the Festival and get two free pints!*

This Festival uses tokens at the bar.
Visit kandl.camra.org for beer list during May

*T’s & C’s apply.
Prostate Cancer UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1005541) and in Scotland (SC039332). Registered company 02653887.
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• 70 real ales, many local
• 11 ciders & perries
• Hot and cold food

Campaign 
for 

Real Ale



BUSINESS RATES 

There has still not been a long term resolution to the 
problems with business rates, despite continuing pressure 

from the trade.  The consequences of Covid, along with 
more recent events, have made the situation even more 
urgent.  The All-Party Parliamentary Beer Group are now 
conducting an inquiry into business rates (as they apply in 
England) and, on 17 February, CAMRA made its submission 
to them.  CAMRA wants the system to acknowledge the role 
of local pubs as community hubs.  The amount that a pub 
pays should be related to its profitability, not its turnover, and 
publicans who invest in improvements should not be 
penalised by consequently having their business rates 
increased because they have increased the notional value of 
the property.  Many in the hospitality trade believe that there 
needs to be some way of having businesses which operate 
on-line make an appropriate contribution and that business 
rates should not be levied only on property based 
businesses. The Government is starting a consultation on an 
on-line sales tax. 
  CAMRA’s national chairman, Nik Antona, commented, 
“Local pubs are at the heart of communities up and down 
the country and play a vital role in bringing people together 
and tackling loneliness and social isolation.  As we emerge 
from the Covid-19 pandemic, our locals are needed more 
than ever before.  But even before the pandemic, pubs were 
hard hit by the huge and unfair burden of business rates 
which unfairly penalise pubs more than other types of 
business.  With publicans facing huge increases in the cost 
of goods, energy and with rising staffing costs, it is absolutely 
vital that the Government urgently commits to changing the 
current business rates system to better support pubs or else 
we could risk losing even more of our beloved locals for 
good.” 
 

NUMBERS 

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) produces a 
report called the Official UK Business Count.  The latest 

figures for the hospitality sector were published recently in 
the Morning Advertiser.  They speak for themselves, I 
think. 
                                                        2010         2021 
Public houses and bars                       44,680       37,865 
Licensed clubs                                    10,040       6,985 
Licensed restaurants                           27,885       36,035 
Unlicensed restaurants and cafes       15,365       32,375 
 

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 

CAMRA celebrated International Women’s Day by holding 
a tasting of beers produced by brewsters as the 

background to a debate on the work still needed to achieve 
gender equality in the industry.  The event was held on-line 
and was open to all CAMRA members.  It was hosted by 
Laura Hadland, author of 50 Years of CAMRA and some 50 
people attended.  Five beers were included, brewed by Elly 
Bell of Durham Brewery, Sara Barton of Brewster’s Brewing 
Company, Becky Kean of Nirvana Brewery, Charlotte Cook 
of Coalition Brewery and Alesha Ivey of Five Points 
Brewery. 
  There were also a number of events held across the 
country by breweries such as Wells & Co at their new 

Brewpoint project, Brewhouse & Kitchen in Chester and 
Nomadic Beers in Leeds.   
 

CAMRA AND DIVERSITY 

CAMRA recently launched a consultation into inclusivity, 
diversity, and equality within the Campaign.  Both 

members and non-members were asked to share their 
experiences of such events as beer festivals and how the 
Campaign communicates and presents itself.  This part of 
the process ended on Monday 14 February and the results 
are now being processed.  The exercise is being led by vice 
chairman Abigail Newton, who said, “We want everyone to 
feel welcome and safe within CAMRA.  We need to review 
the effectiveness of our approach and policies regularly, in 
order to evaluate how we are doing and make improvements 
where needed.  I’m incredibly proud to be involved in this 
review and want to encourage anyone, whether they are a 
CAMRA member or not, who has had an interaction 
with the Campaign to please share their views and 
experiences.  It is only by having a say that real change can 
be made.” 
 

FAIR SHARES 

Further to my report on the West Berkshire Brewery, I 
received a letter from a shareholder who reminded me 

that the company’s going into administration effectively 
wiped out the value of WBB shareholdings.  I know that 
investors are always given the ‘value can go down as well as 
up’ warning but losing it completely is a blow for those who 
had faith in the business concerned.  The same applies to 
contributions made through ‘crowdfunding’.   
 

PROPERTY GUARDIANS 

Here is some significant information passed to CAMRA 
branches by Paul Ainsworth, CAMRA’s National Planning 

Policy Adviser.  Readers will be aware that developers often 
protect pubs which they have acquired and closed by 
installing so called property guardians, people who enjoy 
cheap temporary accommodation while keeping the 
property safe.  This is normally organised for the owners by 
security companies.   
  Recently, in one such case, Hackney borough council 
issued an enforcement notice because it regarded this as an 
unauthorised change of use from sui generis public house to 
residential accommodation, a change which requires 
planning permission.  Hackney’s position was upheld on 
appeal by the Planning Inspectorate.  A key point here is 
that, after four years, an owner could apply for a Certificate 
of Lawful Development which would effectively by-pass the 
need for planning permission and the site would be lost as 
a pub without due process.  It is therefore vital that the local 
planning authority (usually the council) takes enforcement 
action before that point is reached.  Such cases need to be 
reported accordingly.  Paul has asked for details of any such 
cases so that CAMRA can assess the scale of the problem.  
He can be contacted on paul.ainsworth@camra.org.uk. 
  Another point that has recently been clarified is that it is 
also an unauthorised change of use if the owners or former 
licensees remain in residential occupation after the pub has 
been closed down.  Their previous status gives them no 
special rights here. 
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News and views

UNFAIR 

I’m sure that readers will join me in wishing a speedy 
recovery to all those publicans whose premises were hit by 

the wind and floods caused by the three successive storms 
at the end of February.  It was particularly sad to hear several 
of them explaining in radio interviews that, having been 
flooded before, they could no longer obtain insurance cover.  
If the appropriate authorities cannot prevent the floods then 
surely there should be some entitlement to compensation 
for these businesses? 
 

BREWING AT THE BELL 

The Bell in Aldworth (RG8 9SE), Grade II listed, perennial 
Good Beer Guide entry and CAMRA’s National Pub of the 

Year in 2019, has received planning consent to start brewing 
in an outbuilding.  The pub is run by three generations of the 
Macauley family and the youngest, James, will be the brewer.  
He has had training at West Berkshire Brewery.  The landlord, 
Hugh, told the Get Reading website that the news has 
caused a lot of interest locally and that, “A few volunteers 
have come forward to test the beer before we pull it 
through the pumps but I’m absolutely head of the queue.”  
If you wish to visit, and it is worth it, please check the 
opening times first and beware the hill between Goring and 
Aldworth. 
 

BEERMAT MEMORIES 

I spotted this item in the Evening Standard of 15 February.  
Iris Murdoch, the author, who passed away in February 

1999, was a great fan of the British pub.  In one of her books 
a character describes pubs as ‘hallowed meeting places of 
all mankind’.  A bag of beermats was found among her 
effects and crowdfunding is taking place to pay for the 
publication of a book, Iris Murdoch’s Beermats, to celebrate 
the pubs she enjoyed.  These include the Pillars of Hercules 
in Soho (now renamed Jimi Loves Gloria) and the Old Pack 
Horse in Chiswick.   
  You can keep up to date with these and other developing 
stories via the CAMRA London Region Twitter account 
@camra_london

The Carlton Tavern 
33 Carlton Vale, NW6 5EU

THE 
CARLTON TAVERN

It’s our Birthday!
The Carlton Tavern is turning 1 (or 101) 

this year and we are throwing a party 

Saturday-Sunday 15-17th April 
to celebrate. 

April 12th last year we opened our 
doors to our wonderful locals who have 

supported us through these tough times 
and ensured our historic pub has 

come back with a bang. 

We will be celebrating over Easter weekend 
with free beers, meet the brewer events, 

new Spring menu sampling and lots of live 
music so please head down and join us! 

Keep an eye on our socials 
for more updates.

REAL ALE 
CAMRA defines real ale as live beer: ‘beer that, 
when first put into its final container, contains at 
least 0.1 million cells of live yeast per millilitre, plus 
enough fermentable sugar to produce a measurable 
reduction in its gravity while in that container, 
whatever it may be’.  Within this definition comes 
cask-conditioned beer which is defined as ‘live 
beer that continues to mature and condition in its 
cask, any excess of carbon dioxide being vented 
such that it is served at atmospheric pressure’.  It 
should be left to settle and condition in the cellar, 
for up to ten days if necessary and served at cellar 
temperature, which is 11 to 14°C.





Return to WC1

It seems a world ago since I last pottered around WC1 to 
see how the pubs were faring.  What a lot has happened in 

the eighteen months since and what a palaver!  Opening, 
then restrictions, then lockdown and then opening again!  As 
most pub goers will have observed, this to-ing and fro-ing 
has made it difficult for pubs but last autumn the trade 
seemed to be recovering and looking forward to Christmas.  
As we know, things did not quite go as planned, with many 
pints, once again, being poured down the drain.  Industry 
news is not encouraging.  Recently, the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group on Pubs produced a report which said 
that early indications are that 5% of pub businesses (2,500) 
closed in 2020 alone and almost 400 have been lost or 
redeveloped, averaging a loss of six per week.  Furthermore, 
the British Bar and Pub Association (BBPA) reported a drop 
of 38% in beer sales in 2021, compared to pre-pandemic 
levels (£5.7 billion).  
  So, I decided to take a little walk from King’s Cross to 
Holborn one Thursday afternoon to see what was going on 
and see for myself the impact on a few pubs.  There is no 
doubt that the green shoots seen in July 2020 are still there 
but in many cases they haven’t grown very much and many 
are struggling to get going above the turf.  Not surprisingly, 
the impact on cask beer has been detrimental.  The first visit 
was to the Queen’s Head in Acton Street where there were 
two real ales on, including Redemption Trinity (a regular).  It 
is never the busiest pub in the afternoons but there was only 
one other customer and it had a forlorn atmosphere, 
although the barman was welcoming.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Queens Head 
  After a little walk down Grays Inn Road, I popped into the 
Calthorpe Arms, where a group of locals were comfortably 
ensconced in the corner, braving the cold while a window 
was being replaced.  This traditional corner pub was formerly 
a Young’s tenancy, sold to Punch Pubs last summer.  Sadly, 
the new owners have decided to discard one of the branded 
Young’s windows in favour of clear glass.  It was explained 
that it was ‘to allow people to see in’.  It had been in 
CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide for decades, especially for the 
quality of its Young’s Ordinary.  Now the single handpump 
was London Pride (down from four in November with the 
previous Young’s tenant) because of the lack of trade).  John 
Young would turn in his grave! 

  Across the road is the warm and comfortable Blue Lion, 
which too has seen a reduction in its range and had just one 
beer on, in this case Dark Star Hophead.  It was in excellent 
quality but the pub was as quiet as had been the Queen’s 
Head.  Local custom from local offices has clearly dried up, 
not helped by the building opposite being up for rent.  
  I found a similar situation in the Duke in Roger Street.  
Amazingly, there were still two beers on and the Black Sheep 
Best was very drinkable.  It was such a shame there were no 
other customers to enjoy this hidden backstreet heritage 
pub.  The pub dates back to the 1930s and is very much in 
a time warp, although an attractive one.  If you have never 
been there, make it a must for 2022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Then, around the corner, passing another Queen’s Head 
(no cask beer), into Red Lion Street and, at last, a pub with 
some people in, although it was by no means packed.  
Owned by Punch Pubs, the Enterprise is a warm, welcoming 
pub with some interesting features; they seem to have kept 
up some of their Christmas fairy lights, which adds to the 
atmosphere.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Again, the beer range has been very much depleted, 
leaving it with the ubiquitous single handpump, this time 
Doom Bar, which had run out.   
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BEST CASK LTD
Wholesale suppliers of  great cask ale, craft 

beer and cider to pubs and bars in  
London and the South East 

 
Over 50 breweries listed and many others 

available 
 

CAMRA and other festivals supplied  
– call or email for details 

 

Tel: 07979 310903 
Email: sales@bestcask.com 
Website: www.bestcask.com

              /BestCask    /BestCaskBeer    /BestCask
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Return to WC1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  I moved on to visit one of my favourite pubs in the area, 
the Dolphin.  This tiny one bar corner pub is independently 
owned and a chat to the manager mirrored what had been 
seen elsewhere in WC1.  “I only have enough custom for one 
cask,” he said.  “We were finally picking up in November and 
were looking forward to a good Christmas to make up low 
sales for earlier in the year.  Then Boris did his ‘work from 
home’ announcements and it just died”.  The pub has also 

significantly reduced its opening hours.  It always closed at 
the weekend but now it only opens at 4pm Wednesday to 
Friday.  The beer is usually from independent regional 
brewers. 
  It was interesting that, at the other end of Red Lion Street, 
the pubs were faring better, probably as a consequence of 
more offices being open.  The Old Nick in Sandland Street 
had a few people in, clearly from work and mainly in their 
thirties and younger.  This is a Hall & Woodhouse pub and 
Tanglefoot was the only beer on.  The number of customers 
was exceeded by the Penderel’s Oak (Wetherspoon’s in High 
Holborn), where students were very prevalent.  This younger 
bias was a contrast to the Old Red Lion, with its older, clearly 
working clientele who were drinking St Austell’s Tribute and 
Taylor’s Landlord.  Interestingly, there was a theme 
throughout these three pubs: all of them had reduced the 
area available to customers by closing and roping off areas, 
creating a busier and more atmospheric feel.  
  So what about those green shoots?  I came away from the 
afternoon with what I can only describe as a happy 
depression.  I was pleased that all the pubs were open and 
a few, at least, seem to be faring well and ecstatic that all of 
the beers tried were of good quality.  Depressed though, 
because the majority of pubs were almost empty and that 
the cask beer was mostly hanging on by a thread.   
  With working from home for at least part of the week still 
being the order of the day, we still have a big hurdle to 
encourage people back to the pub and drink real ale in many 
of our city pubs. 
Christine Cryne



Trade news
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The pubs of Crossrail – a personal selection

It has taken London fifty years to catch up with Paris in creating 
a bespoke cross-city rail network but it is finally happening; 

the first section of Crossrail, from Paddington to Abbey Wood, 
is due to open in the first half of this year.  Eventually, it will be 
theoretically possible to travel from Shenfield and Abbey 
Wood in the east to Reading and Heathrow in the west without 
changing trains and, if you are the fortunate holder of a 
Freedom Pass, for no payment! (Ts & Cs apply!). 
  The Elizabeth Line, as it will be called, sees the opening of 
greatly expanded stations at Paddington, Bond Street and 
Tottenham Court Road, among others, only a few minutes 
apart, and this article provides a few pointers to pubs near 
these stations which should see increased trade. 
  The main entrance to Paddington is on the west side, next 
to Eastbourne Terrace.  On emerging from the cavernous 
interior, turn right (north) along Eastbourne Terrace and the 
Prince of Wales is across the road.  It is not a destination pub 
and won’t win any prizes for architecture but it has been in the 
middle of a building site for many years and deserves a quick 
visit.  The interior is modern-ish, complete with railwayana, 
including a free-standing station clock.  Spot the Ruddles 
County beermat.  The benches outside catch the afternoon 
sun.  There should be a Purity ale available, plus, possibly, 
London Pride or Greene King IPA. 
  Head back down Eastbourne Terrace, checking out the 
rather creepy animated clock outside no. 50, and turn right into 
Chilworth Street.  Beyond Westbourne Terrace and Gloucester 
Terrace, the Cleveland Arms is tucked in on the right.  There 
is a refurbishment going on at the time of writing and so any 
description would be a hostage to fortune but expect high 
ceilings and dark wood.  There is highly likely to be something 
from St Austell plus Landlord and gourmet-standard food.  The 
tiny outside terrace is pleasantly quiet. 
  Heading back to Paddington (main line) Station, the ever 
reliable Mad Bishop and Bear can be found up the escalators 
above the shopping area.  The full range of Fuller’s beers, plus 
a guest or two, is the norm here and CAMRA members benefit 
from a 20% discount.  There are very useful repeater boards 
for main line trains in and out, although eastbound Crossrail 
services will be so frequent that they probably won’t need 
featuring.  Westbound should be every 10 to 15 minutes.  
Pigeons and customers alike appreciate the outside (but 
covered) tables. 
  They don’t actually stop you cutting through the Hilton Hotel 
(entrance on the mezzanine floor) to the front of the station but 
well-behaved visitors will go round to the eastern exit road and 
then head straight down London Street and Sussex Gardens 
to the Victoria, a CAMRA Good Beer Guide regular, (as is the 
Mad Bishop).  Admire the well preserved Victorian décor, 
especially the bar-back, and check out the two ornate function 
rooms upstairs.  The toilets are downstairs and, in quiet 
moments, you may hear the rumble of Crossrail trains in the 
tunnels beneath, as they swing east towards Bond Street.  This 
station has had its opening delayed and may not enter 
operation at the same time as the others; completists can in 
the meantime trot down Stanhope Terrace to Lancaster Gate 
tube for two stops on the Central Line.  Look out for evidence 
of the working stables nearby. 
  Exit Bond Street onto Oxford Street and turn left then right 
into Duke Street, on the east side of Selfridges. The Henry 
Holland is on the right.  Holland was a Georgian architect 
whose many buildings feature on a poster.  These include the 
Brighton Pavilion and so he must have had a sense of humour.  

The elegant art deco pub interior is of a piece, with wood 
panelling and period lighting.  The ubiquitous London Pride is 
available, with Landlord and Holy Grail (‘Tempered over 
Burning Witches’) when surveyed.  Gin lovers will appreciate 
the range of flavours in stock. 
  To find the Golden Eagle, which is not to be missed when 
in the area, turn right up Duke Street, right into Wigmore Street 
then left up Marylebone Lane to the corner of Bulstrode Street.  
The current GBG description contains the words ‘cosy’ and 
‘timeless’; ‘unspoilt’ also applies.  You will usually find London 
Pride and Tribute, plus a couple of guest beers. 
  To the south of Bond Street Station, using the new Davies 
Street exit, go south-east along South Molton Lane and cross 
Brook Street into Avery Row to find the Iron Duke on the left.  
Small but characterful, it is said to be the last remaining mews 
pub in Mayfair.  There is no food on offer at the time of writing 
but the Fuller’s beers provide sustenance.  The Duke is a very 
handy pit stop after the rigours of window shopping in New 
Bond Street. 
  Crossrail does not stop at Oxford Circus itself (and who can 
blame it?) but the eastern exit of Bond Street, at the north-west 
corner of Hanover Square, is actually closer to Oxford Circus!  
Head on to Tottenham Court Road (much improved from its 
days as a Victorian rat-hole) to find the Flying Horse across 
Oxford Street (cross carefully; some local cyclists appear to be 
red/green colour-blind).  It is a standard Nicholson’s Inn, selling 
London Pride, Doom Bar and St Austell’s branded as 
Nicholson’s.  Guest beers are sadly limited at present.  The 
ornate frontage and interior merit study and the downstairs bar 
is often quiet despite the TV screens.  A plaque there informs 
us about the St Giles slum formerly to the south: ‘St Giles, saint 
of lepers, beggars, cripples and those struck by misery’, 
although lepers were absent at the time of writing. 
  About the length of a Crossrail platform north along 
Tottenham Court Road, the Jack Horner stands appropriately 
enough on a corner (with Bayley Street), although Christmas 
Pie is inexplicably absent from the otherwise extensive menu.  
Converted from a Barclays Bank in 1994, money still crosses 
the counter of this Fuller’s Ale & Pie House; expect a wide 
range of their beers and smart décor.  The booths on the TCR 
side, with swivelling windows, give a nod to the snob screens 
now sadly removed from many bars.  This pub’s track-record in 
the GBG speaks for itself. 
  Then to our final pub: the Bloomsbury, at the junction where 
Shaftesbury Avenue peters out into New Oxford Street, a 
couple of blocks east of TCR via the new Centre Point exits.  
Another wood-panelled venue, this time, for a change, a 
Shepherd Neame house, albeit with only two of their beers at 
the time of my visit.  Admire the stained glass windows. 
  There are plenty of buses along New Oxford Street; the next 
Crossrail Station is Farringdon, soon to be a vast interchange 
but beyond the scope of this article. 
  Caution: most London pubs are suffering the fallout from 
Covid with reduced beer ranges, reduced opening hours and 
staff shortages.  The information here is given in good faith but 
reality may change at any moment.  Check before you visit!  
Also be aware that prices are going up everywhere (including 
VAT on pub food); your correspondent was charged £18.50 for 
a glass of wine and a small scotch egg in a pub very close to 
Bond Street Station, which somehow escaped inclusion in this 
article. 
Ian Collinson
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London Pubs Group on the buses

The London Pubs Group’s daytime tour of Lambeth, 
Wandsworth, Barnes, Brentford and Chiswick on Saturday 

19 February 2022 was on the theme of ‘Resurrections’, i.e. 
pubs that had been brought back into use or otherwise 
improved in recent years.  The event was planned on the 
basis that rail travel would be the main mode of transport 
between pubs, primarily using services on the Hounslow 
Loop out of Waterloo.  Unfortunately, engineering work, 
announced after the tour had been planned, meant that 
there were no trains between Clapham Junction and Barnes.  
  The jumping off point, at noon, was the Hercules in 
Kennington Road, a stone’s throw from Lambeth North Tube.  
Now a Fuller’s house, this former Courage pub is an example 
of a hostelry converted to restaurant use which lasted for 
many years and it did not reopen as a pub until 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The ground floor interior is now a modern split-level single 
space with much use of unpainted wood.  There is also an 
upstairs bar and a meeting room.  London Pride and Dark 
Star Hophead are the regular beers but, be warned, the 
prices are not for the faint hearted!   
  Participants next had a choice of two bus routes (344 then 
87), a train from Waterloo and then bus (87) or rail 
replacement bus to reach Wandsworth and the Ram Inn at 
68 Wandsworth High Street, our lunch stop.  This is a Grade 
II listed building dating from 1883 but with 1930s 
remodelling.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  The ground floor exterior is clad in glazed cream terracotta 
tiles, which include distinctive ceramic plaques bearing the 
Young’s ram that originally indicated the status of bar the 
adjacent doorway would have led to, i.e. public bar, private 
bar etc.  These can also be seen at the Bridge Hotel in 
Greenford and on the former Young’s Crown & Anchor in 
Chiswick.  In 1974 it was renamed the Brewery Tap but 
closed in 2006 when Young’s moved out of Wandsworth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  In 2019 it reopened under its former name.  The pub is 
host to the SlyBeast microbrewery whose products are 
available here.  (Editor’s note: alas this situation will be 
changing shortly. See under SlyBeast in the Brewery News 
section). 
  Bus 485 took us to Barnes and the next venue, the 
Waterman’s Arms (formerly Barnes Eatery), at 375 Lonsdale 
Road.  The pub appropriately overlooks the Thames (a 
waterman was once a river worker who transported 
passenger across and along rivers in the UK).  Like the 
Hercules, although not a listed building, it is another 
example of premises converted to a restaurant for a long 
time.  This one reopened as a pub in 2019.  Given the 
proximity of the former Mortlake Brewery, it is no surprise 
that the pub once formed part of the large Watney estate.  
A 10% discount is offered to CAMRA members and the ales 
stocked generally include Draught Bass and Harvey’s Sussex 
Best Bitter, plus Sambrook’s Powerhouse Porter and Wandle.  
Up to this point, the on/off drizzle and cold temperature had 
been a nuisance but a greater setback occurred when it 
emerged that rail services from Barnes Bridge station had 
been suspended for reasons unstated.  Consequently, what 
would have been a quick journey to Kew Bridge by train 
taking minutes had to be rescheduled into two separate bus 
routes, firstly a 419 to Richmond and then changing to a 65.  
Despite heavy traffic, we eventually reached the Express 
Tavern, 56 Kew Bridge Road, in Brentford.  The pub had 
been included on the tour because it was near to the fifth 
pub (q.v.) and on CAMRA’s Regional Inventory of Pub 
Interiors of Special Historic Interest.  Part of the description 
is as follows: ‘Recently lightly redecorated [in 2014] with no 
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changes to the original fittings – a model example on how 
to bring a pub up to the high standards liked by customers 
but respecting the historic interior’.  The pub appears in the 
2022 Good Beer Guide (GBG) and offers a 10% discount to 
CAMRA members.  Beers on offer included Big Smoke 
Solaris Session Pale Ale and Harvey’s Sussex Best Bitter plus 
seven guest ales and several real ciders.  Draught Bass has 
been on sale here for many years and there is an illuminated 
neon sign advertising it on the exterior.  Bass is still reputedly 
the biggest selling real ale in the pub.  However, on our 
approach, it was clear that door staff were controlling entry.  
This seemed odd, as the tour date had been specifically 
chosen to avoid Brentford FC home games at the nearby 
Brentford Community Stadium.  Unfortunately, what had 
been overlooked was the venue’s use for other sporting 
fixtures, in this instance the London Irish vs Saracens London 
derby match.   
  Given that the Express was packed with supporters, many 
on the tour decided to move swiftly on to the penultimate 
pub, the Steam Packet (formerly Café Rouge, then Dome, 
but originally the Steam Packet Hotel), at 85 Strand on the 
Green W4.  Like the Hercules and the Waterman’s Arms, this 
pub is not listed, but is a further example of a pub once 
converted to a restaurant, in this case only reverting to pub 
use in 2020.  Another Thames-side pub, it was built in the 
1870s as the Steam Packet Hotel and named after the 
pleasure launches that once served Kew Pier.  Adnams 
Broadside, Brunning & Price Traditional Bitter (brewed by St 
Austell Brewery) and one guest ale are normally served 
here.  The interior décor is modern and there are further 

drinking areas away from the serving bar in a back room and 
on an upper level.  In its previous days as a pub it came 
under the Courage banner.  Ironically, it now sits right next 
to the new administrative offices of Fuller’s pubs, 
following their vacation of their traditional Chiswick brewery 
site.   
  There then followed a return to Kew Bridge and one 
further bus ride (237 or 267) to the final pub, the Black Dog 
Beer House (previously Back Lane, and originally Albany 
Arms), 17 Albany Road, Brentford.  It is thought that there 
was a pub was on this site by the early 1860s but it was 
rebuilt in 1900 by the Royal Brewery (Brentford).  The corner 
of the building still carries the initials ‘RBC’ (Royal Brewery & 
Co.?) and ‘1900’ at roof height.  It might have been designed 
by Thomas Henry Nowell Parr but, if so, it would have been 
a relatively early example of his work.  The pub originally 
took its name from the Royal Dukedom of Albany, a title that 
has not been granted since 1919, after the last holder, Prince 
Charles Edward, sided with Imperial Germany during WW1.  
The L-shaped room has plentiful seating plus two welcoming 
log fires which were certainly appreciated at the time of our 
visit.  Reopened in 2018 after many years of infamy, including 
stabbings and illegal use as a strip club, the Black Dog is now 
a welcoming and busy pub.  It is also in the 2022 GBG and 
serves seven ever-changing real ales, plus real ciders and 
perries.  Like many other Royal Brewery pubs, it eventually 
ended up with Courage but fortunately patrons no longer 
need to ‘take courage’ before entering, as it has seen a true 
resurrection! 
Jane Jephcote and Kim Rennie
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Pub news

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
s In January last year, Waltham Forest Council ordered the 
owners of the Antelope in Leyton (E10 7BQ), Tzvi Ltd, to 
reinstate the interior of the pub after it had been converted 
it to accommodation without planning permission.  Tzvi Ltd 
had appealed to the Planning Inspectorate but had been 
refused.  Sadly, nothing appears to have happened since, 
which is very disappointing.  Possibly, further legal action is 
happening behind the scenes. 
 
s The Calthorpe Arms in Grays Inn Road (WC1X 8JR) was 
one of the Ram Pub Company sites sold by Young’s to Punch 
Pubs.  The pub was given Asset of Community Value listing 
by Camden Council on 6 December following an application 
by the Calthorpe Street Residents Association.   Sadly, 
according to the Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood Forum, the 
new owners are challenging this.  The local community will 
however fight to keep it, not least as a tribute to prominent 
local community activist, Judy Dainton, who passed away 
earlier this year and who had helped obtain the listing for 
her favourite pub.  The Calthorpe Arms is Grade II listed.  If 
Punch have any grand plans for the pub, they need to bear 
that in mind.  See also Christine Cryne’s article on page 20. 
 
s Some promising news about the Cock Tavern in Somers 
Town (NW1 1HB).   Planning permission has been granted 
for both the fire escape from the first floor function room and 
a new kitchen.  This should reinforce the viability of this 
community local, one of the last in the area.  The works will 
be followed by refurbishment of the exterior 
 
s The Cricketers in Fairfield South, Kingston (KT1 2UL), a 
noted local live music venue, closed in 2017 and was sold to 
developers.  Planning permission for conversion to 
residential use was however heavily opposed and has been 
refused.  As a consequence, the Cricketers Kingston 
Community Association are looking to have the pub listed 
as an Asset of Community Value.  The Association expressed 
their thanks to CAMRA’s Kingston & Leatherhead branch for 
their advice and support. 
 
s The owners of the Duchess of Kent in Islington (N1 8PR) 
appealed against Islington Council’s refusal of their 
application for change of use to a juice bar and their appeal 
was upheld by the Planning Inspectorate.  The inspector’s 
decision letter mentioned Policy HC7 of the London Plan 
2021 several times but accepted what the owner’s agents 
had said about the efforts made to market the site as a pub.  
The inspector did however require some of the external pub 

fittings to be retained.  There is, of course, no appeal against 
the inspector’s decision for objectors, only for the applicants. 
 
s The Grade II-listed George in Stepney (E1 0LA), famous 
for its live music and huge tiled painted mural, faces another 
threat over noise levels.  Back in 2019, owner Pauline Forster 
managed to obtain a deed of easement to prevent any 
objections about noise levels being made by the tenants of 
newly built housing close by.  This situation has arisen again 
with the redevelopment of the Exmouth Estate behind the 
pub.  Unless complaints from this new source can be 
avoided, the pub faces the loss of its music licence on which 
its existence relies.  CAMRA’s East London & City branch 
have been rallying support in the form of objections to the 
planning application for the redevelopment.  CAMRA’s 
London Pubs Group have also submitted an objection.  Let 
us hope that a solution will be forthcoming as before, 
although, under the principle of ‘agent of change’, it should 
be for the developers to find that solution, not the pub’s 
owners. 
 
s When it was put up for auction in November 2021 by 
owners Tavern Propco Limited, the future of the H G Wells 
in Worcester Park (KT4 8TA) looked grim.  This large, 
distinctive redbrick Victorian building with a patio and beer 
garden had already closed prior to the first lockdown.  The 
MyLondon news website recently reported however that the 
£2 million reserve price had been met and that according to 
the auctioneers, Savills, the new owners ‘intend to undertake 
a full refurbishment prior to reopening’.  The identity of the 
new owners is not known.  Redevelopment always remains a 
possibility because it is a large site but, for now, there is hope 
that it will reopen as a pub. 
 
s The Jerusalem Tavern near Farringdon (EC1M 5UQ), the 
only London tied house for the St Peter’s Brewery from 
Norfolk, closed on 23 February.  The lease expired last year 
and it appears that the landlord refused St Peter’s Brewery a 
renewal, deciding to operate the pub themselves.  This is, 
alas, an all too familiar story.  It will reopen under new 
management as the Holy Tavern.  Although the building is 
Grade II listed, it has only been a pub since 1996 and was a 
convincing recreation of an 18th century tavern.  St Peter’s 
Brewery are looking for alternative premises in London. 
 
s The Peacock in Aylward Street, Stepney (E1 0QW) has 
closed to allow its upper floors to be converted into 
accommodation.  The pub is to be retained and should 
reopen, although with a somewhat different layout, in six 
months’ time.  The long serving landlady has taken the 
opportunity to bow out.  What drew my attention to this case 
however was that planning permission was given as long ago 
as January 2009 and the decision letter says that work must 
start within three years of that date.  I checked Tower 
Hamlets Council’s planning website and I could not see any 
evidence of an extension being granted.  If anyone can 
explain how it is possible to start work ten years late, it would 
be appreciated. 
 
s It is understood that Punch Pubs will be making changes 
to the Grade II-listed Ram Inn in Wandsworth (SW18 4LB).  
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Pub news

This was also one of the Ram Pub Co sites sold to them by 
Young’s.  Please see the item on SlyBeast Brewery in the 
Brewery News section. 
 
s By the time of publication, Croydon will have lost another 
pub.  The Skylark, a Wetherspoon’s pub in South End (CR0 
1DP) was due to close on 27 March.  The pub was thriving 
and a regular entry in CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide.  No 
reason for its demise has been given, although it is 
suspected that Wetherspoon’s have taken advantage of a 
break clause in their lease.  The company prefers to own 
pubs outright rather than rent them.  Staff were advised of 
its impending closure on 10 March.  This comes a month 
after the closure of another Wetherspoon’s venue, the Milan 
Bar, in central Croydon.  Wetherspoon’s are hoping to 
relocate the displaced staff.  A petition was created but, 
despite attracting over 1,200 signatures, it was to no avail.  
The loss of the Skylark means that there will be only one 
Wetherspoon’s outlet in central Croydon and there are now 
very few pubs serving real ale in South Croydon or, indeed, 
further down the Brighton Road.  Steve Thompson 
 
s The Star in South Harrow (HA2 0NG) looked doomed 
when, following its closure in 2019, planning permission was 
granted for its demolition and replacement with flats and the 
customary token ground floor bar.  Having been unable to 
sell it however, Punch Pubs have refurbished it and it 
reopened in February.  It is however not selling real ale. 
 
s Happily, at the end of February, the City Pub Company 
reopened the Temple Brew House in Aldwych (WC2R 3JF).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The brewing kit is currently mothballed and the beers are 
being brought in from a sister pub in Cambridge where they 
are brewed by Vanesa de Blas Montoya, the former brewer 
at this site. 
 
s Sad news from St Albans.  Ye Olde Fighting Cocks, (AL3 
4HE), said to date back to the year 793 and arguably the 
oldest pub in England, faces an uncertain future following 
the tenant company (YOFC Ltd) going into administration as 
a consequence of the trading conditions during the 
pandemic.  It is particularly sad for the licensee, Christo 
Tofalli, who was a prominent local pub campaigner.  There is 
very little danger of the pub not reopening.  It is owned by 
Mitchells & Butlers and they will either take it into their 
managed estate or find a new tenant.   
 
s Following the departure of long term tenant Gary Murphy 
last year, Greene King took Ye Olde Mitre Inne in Barnet 
(EN5 5SJ) into its managed estate.  GK have now announced 
that they will be refurbishing the Grade II-listed pub, 
parts of which date back to the 14th century.  GK have 
however promised the Barnet Society that any 
changes will be ‘sympathetic to the cultural heritage of this 
Grade II listed building’.   The MP for Chipping Barnet, 
Theresa Villiers, has also expressed her concerns to GK.  I’m 
sure that local residents will be watching what happens.  The 
pub is part of GK’s portfolio of historic London pubs 
which include the George in Southwark, the Anchor, 
Bankside, the Sherlock Holmes in St James, the Prospect of 
Whitby in Wapping and the Punch and Judy in Covent 
Garden.   
 
s The reopening of the Winchester in Highgate (N6 5BA) 
is getting closer.  The Northern Union Pub Company, which 
already runs the Albert in Primrose Hill, the Haverstock 
Tavern in Haverstock Hill and the Old White Bear in 
Hampstead, was granted a premises licence by Haringey 
Council in January.  Some conditions were imposed in 
acknowledgement of local objections but, curiously, the issue 
of soundproofing has been left to the pub company and the 
residents affected to resolve between themselves.  The 
decision notice says, “The committee acknowledged that the 
issue of soundproofing was primarily a matter between the 
residents of the building and the freeholder.  The committee 
considered that it would be preferable for the applicant, 
residents and the freeholder to work together to find a way 
forward but that such matters were beyond the committee’s 
remit.”   
 
s Thanks for the memory.  Some time ago I suggested that 
it ought to be obligatory to put plaques on former pubs, or 
the buildings that have replaced them, which record the 
name and dates of the pub which has been lost.  I am 
pleased to report that this has recently happened with the 
Good Intent in John Street, Rochester, a community pub 
closed to make way for a housing development.  It was 
organised by the various groups who used to use the pub, 
including folk singers and a Morris dancing side, and was 
unveiled by the former landlady.  It reads: ‘Here stood the 
Good Intent Public House. 1858 - 2020.  Enter as a stranger, 
leave as a friend.’
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A day out at Wingate & Finchley

On 12 February we went to watch Wingate & Finchley 
Football Club in North Finchley.  The day started at the 

King of Prussia in North Finchley (N3 1DH, near Finchley 
Central tube) which has an interesting selection of keg beer 
from independent breweries, including Anspach & Hobday.  
Our next stop was the Bohemia on the High Road (N12 
9QH), which is operated by London Brewing Co.  The pub 
has an in-house brewery with lots of cask and keg beers on 
offer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Bohemia 
  It is a large airy pub with a chilled out atmosphere and lots 
of comfy sofas.  It was a good pub to go to before the game 
because it is only a short walk to Wingate & Finchley FC’s 
ground.   There were four cask ales from London Brewing 
Co. and on our visit and we sampled the Oyster Stout, which 
was tasty.  
  Wingate & Finchley FC play at the Maurice Rebak Stadium 
and today’s visitors were Cray Wanderers FC from Bromley.  
W & F are currently members of the Isthmian League Premier 
Division.  The club was established in 1991 when Wingate 
and Finchley merged.  Finchley FC was one of the oldest 
clubs in the country, with roots going as far back as 1874.  
The result of the match was 2-2.  More information on the 

club’s history and details of upcoming fixtures can be found 
on the club’s website: https://www.wingatefinchley.com/. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Maurice Rebak Stadium 
  It was an enjoyable day out and, although very cold, it was 
nice to be able to have a beer watching the football.  The 
bar in the ground itself was open throughout the match and 
fans could drink pitchside.  There were only a few hundred 
fans watching the match and so you have to wonder how 
these lower league clubs survive?   We chatted to a local fan, 
who also supports Arsenal as his main club, and he said he 
paid £65 for a W & F season ticket, which means he can 
watch all of the club’s games for probably less than the price 
of one premier league game! 
Joanne Scott 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WoodFest returns 

At the start of the 21st century, there were only a very few breweries producing beers which were served from 
wooden casks and only one or two active coopers in the UK.  Since then there has been a notable revival in 

the use of wooden casks for both the maturation and dispensing of beers.  This has been further stimulated by 
the determination of activists from the Society for the Preservation of Beers from the Wood (SPBW), mostly in 
the north east and Yorkshire, to promote the merits of beers from the wood.  Whereas, historically, wooden casks 
were lined with materials to prevent contact between wood and beer, brewers have come to appreciate that the 
flavour and character of beer can be enhanced in the wood.  The SPBW now looks to encourage and support the 
use of wooden casks. 
  In order to showcase the growth of beers from the wood, the SPBW organised its first WoodFest in 2017 in 
Castleford, Yorkshire.  The venue was adjacent to the Junction, a pub serving exclusively beers from the wood.  
A second Woodfest took place the following year in North Shields, Tyneside.  Both events featured some 60 
beers served from wooden casks and the events attracted considerable interest.  A third WoodFest was scheduled 
for May 2020 but, like all other beer festivals, had to be postponed due to the Covid pandemic. 
  Barring unforeseen events, the 3rd WoodFest will finally take place this year, from 25 to 28 May at the Turk’s 
Head, 28 Winchester Road, St Margaret’s (near Twickenham) TW1 1LF.  More details are on the advertisement on 
page 17 or look at our website: www.spbw.beer/woodfest-2022/.   
  Why not come along and sample some beers from the wood? 
Roger Jacobson

A complete collection of all issues 
of London Drinker back to 1979 

is available on our website: 
www.london.camra.org.uk, 

scalable to read in larger print.
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Two Tribes – truly an international brewery!

Those drinkers who have been following N7 brewery, Two 
Tribes in recent years will know from their Metroland beer 

range that, unlike some breweries which are influenced by 
just one country, Two Tribes have worldwide influences and 
the international element is reflected in more than just their 
beers. 
  Until last year, the head brewer was a Finn, Christoffer 
Tuominen.  He has been succeeded by Dominic, who really 

does have an international 
pedigree.  Born in Germany, 
Dominic did his brewing training 
there before going to Australia 
where he worked for Stone in 
Hand, best known for their 
Pacific Ale.  He eventually 
arrived in the UK where he first 
became a production brewer for 
Beavertown.  
  Dominic heads up a small 
team, assisted by Stirling 
Mitchell who was formerly with 
Affinity.  Their beer production 
has grown substantially over the 
last couple of years.  Also, by 
the side of the brewery, they 

have created Campfire, a large outside tap room, food and 
events area.  This has freed up space for more brewing kit 
inside the brewery building and so they have been able to 
increase their production.  They brew twice a day, two or 
three days a week, using a 1,100 hectolitre kit with 12 tanks.  
This however isn’t enough to satisfy demand.  Consequently, 
they are having a few of their most popular beers contract 
brewed.  Their lager, for instance, is brewed by De Proef in 
Belgium.  Managing such contracts does however takes 
time.  “We currently have an apprentice, who is with us until 
later this year.  Once she was trained, it freed me up to 
manage the contracts more closely,” said Dominic.  
  Their brewing kit enables them to rotate the wort to 
extract the maximum possible from the hops.  This means 
that the level of hopping needed to get the flavour profiles 
that they want is far lower than on a traditional kit.  It also 
means that the spent hops can be washed out by the CIP 
system (cleaning in place) and go down the drain instead of 
their having to find a home for them.  Used malt is sent to a 
biodigestor which is used to produce energy. 
  Around 14% of their production is canned, which helped 
during the pandemic (they have a small canning line).  Their  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

core beers are Dream Factory and Power Plant.  These are 
complemented by their Metroland range which is where the 
international influence really comes into play.  Metroland 
Mariachi lager uses Mexican yeast, Metroland Tokyo uses 
rice and the biggest seller in the range, Metroland New York, 
is packed with American hops.  The newest edition is 
Metroland Colombo, inspired by Sri Lanka ingredients: 
coriander, Penang leaves and curry leaves.  At 3.9% ABV, it 
is a refreshing, fruity and slightly spicy golden ale.  It was 
produced especially for a Sri Lankan restaurant called 
Hoppers to match their curries and the first batch sold out in 
a month. 
  You may have guessed by now that Dominic likes to 
experiment.  A recent collaboration was with a Mexican 
restaurant with a 2,000 litre beer run.  They started the 
development with a blind tasting and ended up with a beer 
using tortilla paste!  The latest development is a hibiscus 
beer, combined with an experimental hop from Yakima Chief 
(HBC630) for those who fancy a pink beer! 
  It isn’t all experimentation however.  Dominic’s first 
commercial brew for Two Tribes was a ‘Cold IPA’ at 5% ABV.  
You would expect someone who trained in Germany to 
appreciate a traditional Helles and Dominic has started 
brewing his own version, albeit with a lower ABV than usually 
found in Munich (4% ABV), using three Noble hops (Tenang, 
Hallertau Mittefruh and Hallertau Traditional) and lagering it 
for four weeks after two weeks fermentation.  Called Rockar, 
it is intended that this easy drinking beer will take over from 
the Mariachi lager. 
  So what of the future?  Dominic would like more space, 
including room for water treatment equipment but he knows 
that is unlikely in the immediate future.  However, when 
Jason Hutton, their operations director, was asked about 
export, he said, “It’s less than 5% at the moment.  Over the 
last two years a lot of our export markets have slowed down 
but we expect that to grow significantly this year.”  If they 
succeed, then Two Tribes might have more cash for 
investment and Dominic might get his wish sooner than he 
thought!  
  For further information, see https://twotribes.co.uk/ and, 
for tasting notes for the beers tasted, go to the brewery 
section of the regional website: www.london.camra.org.uk. 
Christine Cryne

Outside the brewery 
(photo by Nic Crilly-Hargrave)

LEARN AND DISCOVER 

Visit the Learn and Discover section of CAMRA’s 
website (https://camra.org.uk/learn-discover/) for 

all you need to know about beer, cider, perry and pubs.  
April will see the start of a new series of videos by Bill 
Bradshaw explaining how beer is made. 
  A new series of the CAMRA podcast, Pubs. Pints. 
People. starts on Wednesday 6 April.  This season will 
boast brand new hosts and format and the show will be 
going on tour, visiting local CAMRA branches around 
the country.  It is available through most podcast 
platforms (Apple Podcast, Spotify or CAMRA’s own 
Acast channel).
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Bohem: a new beer, called Most, has been brewed in 
collaboration with hop merchants Charles Faram.  It is a 
single hop brew, using Faram’s new Most hop, which is part 
of the family that includes their Jester and Olicana varieties.  
It gives the beer grapefruit and melon notes, leading to a 
complex taste with a balance of sweet and savoury notes and 
a soft, full mouthfeel (ABV 4.5%).  As with all of Bohem’s 
beers, it is lagered for six weeks.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Charles Faram’s managing director, Paul Corbett, said, 
“Most is a very new hop and still in trials.  Brewing with 
Bohem gave us a chance to see how the hop performs 
‘under fire’, using real-world Czech brewing kit and 
producing a commercial beer with genuine appeal to lager 
drinkers.”  In the Czech language, ‘most’ means bridge and 
this beer is seen as a bridge between the UK and the Czech 
Republic.  Most is available in keg and can while stocks last.  
Cans were still available on Bohem’s website at the time of 
writing. 
 
Essex Street Brewery: please see the entry for the Temple 
Brew House in the Pub News section. 
 
London Fields: further to the report in the last edition, the 
brewery and taproom, including its equipment, is being 
marketed by property consultants Gerald Eve.  Carlsberg, as 
it was then, paid £4 million for the business in 2017 and, two 
years later, refurbished the site at a cost of £2.1 million, 
including new 15 hectolitre brewing kit valued at £1.5 
million.  The brewery has a capacity of 30 hectolitres.  A 
spokesman for Gerald Eve told the Morning Advertiser, “This 
is a rare opportunity to purchase an award-winning east 
London brewery and taproom, together with well-known 
beer brands, comprising a business with huge potential for 
growth.  The brewery has a rich history and is located in one 
of London’s most dynamic areas.  We are excited to launch 
this unique asset to the market, just as Covid restrictions 
come to an end.” 
 
Park Brewery: as mentioned in Christine Cryne’s article on 
page 16, Park Brewery are taking part in the Brave Noise 
Movement.  All participating breweries around the world, 
including eight in the UK, are brewing a beer to the same 
recipe.  This is a similar exercise to the International Women’s 
Beer Day.  Co-founder and brewster Frankie Kearns has 
produced Brave Noise Pale Ale (4.5% ABV).  It is described 
as a ‘smooth, pale ale with tropical flavours and coconut 
undertones, dry-hopped with Mosaic and Sabro hops’. 

It will be available in 440ml can, keg and cask.  A 
proportion of the income will go to the Kingston Women’s 
Centre.   
  Frankie made the following comment, “When we started 
the brewery in 2014, as a woman rolling up my sleeves, 
getting stuck in on a brew-day, packing beer, driving trucks 
around, delivering cask ale to pubs, selling it etc, wasn’t 
always easy.  Occasionally, made harder by patronising or 
unpleasant comments.   It can bash your confidence.   But I 
was lucky to be supported by my husband, Josh, (also co-
founder) and I know that others have had far worse 
experiences without that support, which is why I want to be 
part of this campaign and help us move along collectively, 
to a better place.  We’re lucky our team are progressive, 
forward thinking men and women with an even 50/50, 
male/female split, which is unusual in this industry and we’re 
really proud of that.  But there’s always more to do in terms 
of diversity and inclusion which is why you have to keep 
these conversations and initiatives very much alive, and front 
of mind.” 
  Park’s winter range featured a lot of Chinook and Cascade 
dry hopped beers, producing citrus or orange notes, most 
recently with Saw Pit West Coast Pale (4.3% ABV).  The more 
traditional Isabella Brown Ale (4.3% ABV) is widely available 
and Ballet Loop (3.4% ABV) has now arrived with the (rather 
damp) spring.  With thanks to Gill and Dave Morgan. 
 
SlyBeast:  this microbrewery was an integral part of the 
operation when the Ram Inn in Wandsworth (SW18 4LB; 
formerly the Brewery Tap) reopened in October 2019.  The 
pub had been closed since 2006 when Young’s gave up 
brewing at the site but they had retained ownership of this 
corner of the site.  Young’s very much encouraged the 
creation of SlyBeast, which has proved to be a success and 
has been brewing at capacity.  The pub was however a 
tenancy and was subsequently included in the deal when 
Young’s sold the Ram Pub Company to Punch Pubs last year.  
Initially, the pub effectively became a SlyBeast tied house 
and its beers were also supplied to other nearby former 
Young’s pubs.  Punch however have now demanded that the 
brewery be removed as part of their plans to make 
substantial changes to the pub.  This will be done in 
conjunction with the Laine pub company, which, like Punch 
Pubs, is owned by the Fortress Investment Group.  
Consequently, the current tenants will be leaving at the end 
of April.  The Ram Inn is a magnificent building and is 
deservedly Grade II listed.  The gents’ toilet is a piece of 
history in itself.  It is not impossible that SlyBeast may 
continue in new premises but it is early days yet.  As you may 
imagine, those involved are deeply dismayed by these 
events.  CAMRA’s South West London branch will be holding 
a farewell social on Wednesday 20 April from 6pm.  All 
CAMRA members are welcome to attend. 
 
Thames Side Brewery: Thames Side are on the move for the 
second time.  The site of their current brewery and tap room 
is being redeveloped but, happily, they have found a new 
site at Thames Edge Court, just 100 metres downstream and 
still close to Staines Bridge.   The new premises will actually 
be larger than the existing one and will give Thames Side 
opportunities for growth and continued experimentation, 
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with many exciting new beers planned.  The new site will also 
include a kitchen and coffee shop.  The company won Food 
& Drink Magazine’s ‘Best Riverside Brewery – south east 
England’ award in 2021 and the new premises give even 
better access to the riverfront.   
 
Farewell: sadly I have some closures to report:   
• Enfield Brewery, founded in 2014, announced on Twitter 

on 24 February that they were winding down their 
operation and that their brewing kit was up for sale.  There 
was also the option of taking over the lease of their unit. 

• Weird Beard Brew Co have also ceased brewing.  Their 
last open day was 5 February.  The business was being 
marketed by a company called European Valuations as a 
going concern or, alternatively, their kit was available for 
purchase.

THE 
GREYHOUND 

KESTON

Dave and Toni Lee invite 
you to their  

Tenth Annual 
Easter Beer and 
Cider Festival  
Opens 12 noon Good Friday  

to 6pm Easter Sunday 
15-17 April 

 

 14 Real Ales, Milds and Stouts, 
8 Ciders

The Greyhound, Commonside 
Keston BR2 6BP 

Tel: 01689 856338 
email: thegreyhound.keston@sky.com    
www.facebook.com/greyhound.keston 
https://twitter.com/GreyhoundKeston 

www.greyhoundkeston.co.uk 

A former Bromley CAMRA Pub of the Year (2017)

CAMRA NORTH LONDON
PUB OF THE YEAR 2017

10 CASK ALES – 20 KEG BEERS
7 REAL CIDERS

THE WENLOCK ARMS
26 WENLOCK ROAD. LONDON N1 7TA

TEL: 020 7608 3406

Open Mon 3-11pm, Tue/Wed 12-11pm. 
Thurs 12-12pm, Fri/Sat 12-1am, 

Sun 12-11pm

EMAIL: BEER@WENLOCKARMS.COM
TWITTER: @WENLOCKARMS

LETTERS 
No letters have been received for this edition but I would like 
to remind all readers – not just CAMRA members – that they are 
invited to submit letters for publication but please remember 
that the letters column is intended for debate and constructive 
criticism.  The editor reserves the right not to print any 
contributions that are otherwise.  Please e-mail letters to: 
ldnews.hedger@gmail.com.  If you do not have e-mail, hard-
copy letters may be sent to the same address given for 
subscriptions on page 3, addressed to London Drinker Letters.  
In both cases, please state ‘letter for publication’ so as to avoid 
any misunderstandings.
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NEW PUB OPERATING CONTRACTS 

I have previously mentioned the new pub management 
operation being introduced by Stonegate’s Craft Union Pub 

Co.  It looks as if the trend is spreading. 
  The Marston’s Pub Company have been running trials of a 
new pub management operation.  Under a scheme called 
Pillar, instead of the usual landlord and tenant arrangement, 
the publican does not pay rent but shares the turnover from 
food and drink sales with the pubco on an agreed 
percentage basis.  The percentage is negotiable, depending 
on the how the pub trades, with the company expecting a 
higher percentage of the income from food, where provided, 
than for drink.  The company will retain responsibility for 
fixtures and fittings, as well as internal and external 
maintenance.  There are 20 pubs in the pilot exercise, with a 
further 40 pubs due to be added during 2022.  The project 
is being run by Marston’s head of operations, John Green, 
who told the Morning Advertiser, “We have looked very 
closely at the market, other sectors and at competitors, 
flexibility is becoming a deciding factor in so many areas of 
our lives and Pillar gives that.  Pillar will provide partners with 
the stability to innovate, think differently and become totally 
guest centric in their business plans, not thinking about the 
rent bill every quarter as their priority.  This is turning that 
model on its head.”  
  Greene King’s Pub Partnership division (GKPP) are doing 
something similar with their Hive Pubs project, described as 
‘a branded community pub model’.  The publican, who has 
to pay £5,000 to join the scheme, will receive a management 
fee of £20,000 per annum, topped up with a percentage of 
the weekly sales and performance bonuses.  GKPP retain the 
responsibility for the pub’s running costs and supplying the 
stock.  When it joins the scheme, each pub will be eligible 
for £300,000 funding for interior and exterior refurbishment.  
The managing director of GKPP, Wayne Shurvinton, told the 
Morning Advertiser, “We’ve created an exciting partnership 
where the franchisee can bring their individual know-how of 
the local community to a branded pub concept and deliver 
the best local experience.  This is a new format where the 
franchisee gets an invested ready-to-go pub with a lower risk 
from inception and going forward.  It’s a model where we 
want our franchisees to feel part of something bigger, with 
the collaborative relationship with our talented team 
supporting them and backed by the scale of Greene King.” 
 

YOUNG’S NEWS 

Young’s will see a change at the top at their AGM on 5 
July.  After 20 years with the company, the last six as chief 

executive, Patrick Dardis is standing down.  He will be 
replaced by the current chief operating officer, Simon Dodd.  
Mr Dardis will stay on the board to oversee the handover 
until September and be available for consultation until he 
retires in March 2023.  This is understood to be a planned 
succession.  There is no doubt that Mr Dardis has been at 
the forefront of making Young’s the company that it is today; 
in their words, an operator of premium managed pubs.  This 
has including the acquisition of a large number of pubs, 
offset by the disposal of their tenanted estate.  Not everyone 
might like the path that has been taken but the company has 
been consistently commercially successful and has survived 
Covid in good shape. 

  In February, Young’s added to their estate in the Cotwolds 
by acquiring six pubs in Gloucestershire from the Lucky 
Onion chain, owned by Julian Dunkerton, who also owns the 
cider brand. 
  The redevelopment work at the Grade II-listed Spread 
Eagle in Wandsworth (SW18 2PT) has been completed and 
the pub duly reopened in mid-March.  The extended pub 
now includes hotel rooms and office space that will be used 
by Young’s as their head office.   
 

WETHERSPOON’S NEWS 

As reported in the Pub News column, JDW have ceased 
trading at two pubs in Croydon.  In both cases it appears 

that the company has decided to withdraw from leased 
pubs, presumably to reduce expenditure on rent payments.  
For the half-year ended 16 January, JDW’s total sales fell by 
13.3% when compared to 2020. 
  The Barking Dog, next to Barking station (IG11 8TU), was 
scheduled to close at the end of March.  In this case however, 
the site is being demolished for redevelopment and it is 
reported that a replacement pub will be included in the 
replacement building. 
  Over the years, I have heard many opinions expressed 
about JDW staff, not least their rate of turnover.  The 
company have however been trying to do something about 
this.  Since their share option scheme started in 1998, staff 
have been granted some 20.6 million shares in the company, 
which is around 16% of the total issue.  Only 4% went to staff 
at board level.  JDW have eleven employees who have been 
with the company for more than 30 years, 326 who have 
worked for them for more than 20 years and 3,046 for over 
ten years.   
 

SHEP’S NEWS 

Shepherd Neame of Faversham, Kent, have set up a 
‘pouring rights partnership’ with Bromley Football Club.  

Under this, Sheps will be the club’s official provider of beer, 
cider, wines, spirits and soft drinks for the next four years.  
The club plays in the National League, the fifth tier of English 
football, and their home ground is the Hayes Lane Stadium 
(BR2 9EF).  Cray Wanderers and Crystal Palace Women also 
play there. 
  Having held the UK marketing, sales and distribution rights 
for Singha lager since 2019, Sheps have agreed with the 
Boon Rawd Brewery Company that they will now also 
brew the premium Thai lager (5% ABV) for the UK market. 
It will be available in both 330ml and 630ml bottles 
and 30 and 50 litre kegs, although 330ml cans will continue 
to be imported.  Singha will become available in Sheps 
pubs.   
 

REDCAT PUB COMPANY 

RedCat, managed by former Greene King chief executive 
Rooney Anand, has now been operating for a year.  It has 

recently acquired a further six pubs and now has an estate 
of over 80 sites, including several hotels. 
  One positive note is that the Grosvenor in Hanwell (W7 
2DT), Grade II listed and a former CAMRA West Middlesex 
branch Pub of the Year, is reported to have seen a marked 
improvement since it was acquired by RedCat.
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LION REVIEWING THE FUTURE OF UK BREWERIES 

Lion Little World Beverages, based in Australia but 
ultimately owned by Kirin Brewery of Japan, is reviewing 

the future of its two breweries in the UK, FourPure in 
Bermondsey and Magic Rock Brewing in Huddersfield.  In 
January, the company said, “While no decisions have been 
made, we need to determine how to best set Magic Rock 
and Fourpure up for success in the coming years.”  The trade 
press have presumed that this means that both will be put 
up for sale.  Lion also own Little Creatures, who have a 
brewpub in King’s Cross (N1C 4DL).  It is not known what 
plans there might be for that. 
 

GUINNESS COMING TO COVENT GARDEN 

Guinness have announced that they are to invest £73 
million in a microbrewery, event space, shop and 

restaurant in Covent Garden.  The 50,000 square foot site 
will see brewing return to Old Brewer’s Yard site near Neal 
Street after a gap of 300 years.  It is due to open in the 
autumn of 2023 and will bring some 150 jobs to the area.  
The project has been praised by Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, as a welcome post-Covid boost to 
London’s tourism trade.  The site is owned by one of 
London’s ancient guilds, the Mercers’ Company (Mercers are 
dealers in cloth).  Their chief executive commented that the 
development will “provide a wonderful platform for the 
Mercers’ Company to continue its philanthropic work, 
helping to create positive change so that everyone has the 
chance to lead a fulfilling life.”  There is, of course, already a 
similar business quite close by, the Porterhouse in Maiden Lane.   

  Meanwhile, four companies from the multinational 
drinks group Diageo, Guinness’s owners, have been 
censured by the Government’s Office of the Small Business 
Commissioner for their poor performance in paying suppliers 
and have been removed from the Prompt Payment Code.  
The code’s target is to pay 95% of invoices from small 
suppliers in 30 days and those from larger ones in 60 days.  
The four companies only managed between 33% 
and 42%. 
 

WORRYING EVENTS AT JENNINGS 

The Carlsberg Marston’s Brewing Company have 
announced that the shop at the Jennings Brewery in 

Cockermouth, Cumbria, will not be reopened after lockdown 
and that brewery tours have been discontinued.  It is 
understood that the shop staff and tour guides have lost their 
jobs.  It seems an odd decision to close a prime attraction in 
a tourist area but, curiously, a spokesperson for CMBC told 
the local paper, the Times & Star, “we have reviewed our 
brewery shops and as the Jennings beer shop was largely 
reliant on brewery tours, we have decided not reopen it.”  It 
is hard not to ask if this is the thin end of the wedge for some 
of the company’s smaller operations such as the Eagle 
Brewery in Bedford, the Ringwood Brewery in Hampshire 
and the Wychwood Brewery in Oxfordshire.  London Fields 
is already up for sale. 
  The article also mentioned something that I didn’t know; 
since 2017 Newcastle Brown Ale has been brewed at the 
Heineken Brewery in Zoeterwoude in the Netherlands.

BUSINESS & PLANNING ACT
Recently, the Morning Advertiser included a very useful update on the Business & Planning Act, which came into effect 

in July 2020.  Certain provisions were included in the Act to help the hospitality industry when the first period of 
lockdown ended on 4 July 2020.  There were two main provisions, both of which were, and have continued to be, well 
used.  They were however only temporary, as explained below. 
  The first provision permitted all licensed premises to sell alcohol for consumption off the premises, irrespective of 
whether or not this provision was already included in the premises licence.  It also permitted the delivery of alcohol sold 
on-line.  There was no paperwork involved for the publican, apart from displaying a standard notice which stated that 
the provision was in use.  It did however, not unreasonably, limit off-sales to 11pm.   It became very useful in subsequent 
lockdowns, although some problems did occur with beer being sold in open containers, especially by the pint, and people 
drinking in the street or nearby parks.  This provision is however due to expire on 30 September and the Morning 
Advertiser’s view is that the Government has no plans to extend it.  Publicans who wish to continue off-sales but do not 
have it specifically included in their premises licence will have to formally apply for their licence to be changed.   
  This provision also allowed a publican to use external areas of the pub which were not specified in the premises licence 
as drinking areas.  This arrangement also ends on 30 September and, again, an amendment to the premises licence will 
be required for it to continue.  
  The other provision, probably more applicable to restaurants, was the simplification of the process for obtaining 
licences for placing tables on the public highway.  The requirement for planning permission was suspended and the 
consultation and decision process was reduced to ten days.  This too is set to expire on 30 September but the previous 
process, under the Highways Act 1980, was slow and bureaucratic and it is thought that the Government may make the 
B&P Act’s ‘fast track’ process permanent in some way.  These temporary arrangements were not always popular with 
local residents however, so that will need to be taken into account.  We would hope that decisions will not be delegated 
to local authorities, with the consequence that the arrangements vary from borough to borough. 
  Given the setback that the hospitality trade suffered over Christmas and New Year, when we all hoped that it would 
begin a significant recovery, it would be a positive step to see these measures retained in some way.  It would not be as 
significant as keeping the VAT rate at 12.5% (or lower) but to let them both lapse will be a backward step.
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Allsopp’s beers reborn

Reviving past beer brands has become popular in recent 
years.  The uncovering of original brewery names and 

tiling on pub frontages and the display of old brewery mirrors 
inside has encouraged this trend.  In London we have seen 
the rebirth of Truman’s Brewery and the occasional 
reappearance of once widely available beers like Charrington 
IPA.  Even CAMRA’s original bête noire, Watney’s, has made 
a comeback, albeit in new hands. 

  Allsopp’s beers are the latest to 
reappear in London pubs and are 
arguably more authentic than most.  
Old Etonian and former city financier 
Jamie Allsopp, seven times great 
grandson of pioneering Burton brewer 
Samuel Allsopp, is fulfilling a lifetime 
ambition to restore his family’s inter-
nationally famous brand to its former 
glory.   
  Allsopp’s has a long and chequered 

history, dating back to 1730 when Samuel Allsopp’s 
grandfather, Benjamin Wilson, founded a hand built brewery 
in Burton upon Trent.  His strong Burton beer was exported 
to the Tsar’s court in Imperial Russia and Samuel took control 
in 1807, just as Napoleon Bonaparte started to blockade 
British exports to the Baltic.  After some lean years seeking 
new markets, Samuel was inspired by the London brewer 
George Hodgson, who invented India Pale Ale (IPA), to 
perfect his own version.  It was reputedly conceived in a 
teapot and contained more hops.  In 1823 he began sending 
his IPA on the six month journey to supply the British troops 
in India and it became hugely successful. 
  The company boomed in the 19th century.  Allsopp’s 
opened the first ever brewing laboratory in 1845 and in 1859 
built a new brewery which became the second largest after 
Bass.  Notably, it won a contract to supply Arctic Ale, (a life-
sustaining strong, sweet, scurvy-preventing 11% ABV ale), to 
a number of the Victorian Arctic expeditions that were 
seeking the North West passage.  It was described as ‘rich 
brown in colour with flavour of old Madeira’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allsopp’s Polar Bear advert 
  In 1876, Allsopp’s Red Hand trademark was registered 
and, in 1888, Samuel Allsopp and Sons, who by this time 
were brewing 460,000 barrels a year with a workforce of 
1,750, went public.  In 1896 however, things took a 
downward turn.  Following visits to Germany, Percy Allsopp 
invested in a 60,000 barrel, state of the art lager brewery.  
Britain however did not take to lager beer at that time (it 
being 50 years too soon) and its failure upset investors and 
resulted in the Allsopp family being ‘asked to leave’ when 

the company went into receivership in 1911.  The business 
continued trading however and, in 1921, the lager brewing 
kit was relocated to Alloa in Scotland and it is said that the 
recipe later became Skol.  In 1934, Allsopps merged with its 
next door neighbour in Burton to become Ind Coope & 
Allsopp, with the Red Hand logo being retained and 
continuing to feature on beers such as Double Diamond. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Allsopp’s Red Hand 
  In 1959 the Allsopp name was dropped from beers and 
bars and all remaining assets sold off.  Ind Coope became 
part of Allied Breweries in 1963 and the logo survived, 
appearing on pumpclips and advertising for the launch of 
Draught Ind Coope Burton Ale in 1976.  Finally, in the mid-
1990s, Carlsberg Tetley, who had taken over Allied 
Breweries, issued some Samuel Allsopp Brewing Co branded 
beers in its ‘Tapster Choice’ series, including Sam’s Stout and 
Treason Ale.  

TWICKENHAM  

MAIDA VALE

WWW.REALDRINKS.CO.UK

CRAFT BEER

NATURAL WINE

DRINK IN OR
TAKEAWAY

REGULAR
TASTING EVENTS

Jamie behind the pumps



Allsopp’s beers reborn

  In 2021, Jamie hunted down the sole surviving ledger 
containing 250 of the family’s beer recipes from the 1930s.  
He also sourced the old Allsopp’s yeast at the National Yeast 
Archives.  He then bought back the iconic Red Hand logo, 
which had been acquired by BrewDog, and went on to 
negotiate the return of the Allsopp brand name, which had 
ended up with Carlsberg.   
  The two Allsopp’s beers revived so far are the Pale Ale (4% 
ABV in cask, 4.4% in bottle) and the IPA (5% ABV in cask, 
5.6% in bottle).  Both are well balanced traditional classic 
ales.  To adapt the original recipes to work with today’s 
ingredients, methods and tastes, Jamie turned to Jim 
Appelbee, a Burton style brewing expert at the National 
Brewery Centre.  The beers are currently being brewed at 
the Dead Parrot Brewery in Sheffield but may move on if 
production expands.  Jamie Allsopp’s ultimate ambition is to 
re-establish his own brewery in Burton itself.   
  The Pale Ale has Maris Otter, Extra Pale and Chevalier 
malts with Aurora and Cascade hops.  It is pale gold with 
bready, cereal and citrus notes and a dry finish.  The IPA also 
has Marris Otter and Chevallier malt, with Bramling Cross, 
Fuggles and Challenger hops.  It’s darker and clearer than 

most modern IPAs with fresh hay, citrus and dark fruit notes 
and a dry finish. 
  The cask beers are being supplied to several Cubitt House 
pubs in Marylebone and Belgravia, including the 
Coachmakers Arms, the Grazing Goat, the Alfred Tennyson, 
the Orange, and the Thomas Cubitt.  If you visit, expect 
however to pay central London prices.  Other regular outlets 
include the Wilton Arms in Belgravia, the Portman in 
Marylebone and the Island in Kensal Rise, which are part of 
the small Inda Pubs chain.  In addition, the recently 
renovated and reopened Pelican in Notting Hill (W11 1HE), 
as featured on the cover, is owned by a relative of Jamie’s 
and not only sells the beers but also proudly displays the 
Allsopp logo outside.   
  Jamie’s next project is to revive the original lager beer that 
ruined the family business and we can also expect Arctic Ale 
to reappear in some form.  He is undoubtedly committed to 
bringing back quality beers and, in a crowded market, we 
wish him every success.  Visit www.allsopps.com to find out 
more. 
Roger Warhurst 
With thanks to Allsopp & Sons for use of the images
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An afternoon in SE1

Over the years I have probably visited most pubs in SE1 
but there was one that I had missed and it is in CAMRA’s 

Good Beer Guide!  It’s easy enough to get to but for some 
reason, I have never got to it.  This is the Libertine (formerly 
the Skinners Arms) in Great Suffolk Street near the Borough.  
I decided to put this right one January afternoon and visit 
one or two other pubs at the same time. 
  I took the train to Waterloo then walked towards the Old 
Vic, taking the side road where I knew there was a pub called 
the Stage Door which I had been to eleven years ago.  So, 
turning into Webber Street, I could see a bright illuminated 
sign saying ‘Stage Door’.  Not far to go then, but no; it was 
actually a sign for the stage door to the theatre.  Never mind, 
the pub was on the next corner.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  This three storey, flat roofed brick building has white 
surrounds to the windows and the pub front painted black.  
It is a sizeable pub with a centre square bar but there were 
only two or three customers in.  It was all very green and blue 
in different shades, with a bare wood floor and a mixture of 
seating, including upholstered and wooden benches.  Above 
the black fireplace was a large clear mirror.  I had the choice 

of three ales, Doom Bar, Tribute and Purity Mad Goose.  I 
went for that one at £4.90 and it was very good.  When I last 
came here in 2011 I had Adnams Broadside at £3.50 and that 
had been good too.  
  Continuing in the same direction, passing the site of the 
Bell (demolished) and the General Abercrombie (now 
offices), I crossed over Blackfriars Road and Southwark 
Bridge Road to Great Suffolk Street where the Winchester 
used to stand.  Halfway along was the Libertine, standing on 
a corner.  From a distance I was not sure whether it was open 
because it seemed to be in darkness.  There were no lights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
on outside and only when I got closer was there a glimmer  
of light to be seen inside.  It is also a three storey flat roofed 
brick building but this time with a brown tiled frontage.  The 
pub is of a fair size, with the bar running along the left hand 
side.  Around the bar the floor was of wood but the seating 
areas were carpeted.  The black walls made it all rather dark, 
with wood panelled walls which were varnished rather than 
painted.  The white ceiling helped lighten it a little.  There 
was a mixture of seating, mainly wooden chairs and tables.  
On a raised corner at the front was a dartboard and around 
the wall was an interesting mural.  On enquiring, I was told 
it depicts heaven, hell and purgatory.  To the rear was a black 
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fireplace with a clear mirror above.  All quite atmospheric, 
with its Victorian lighting and lampshades, plus a flat 
anaconda on the wall!  There were three ales available and, 
using my torch to read the pump clips, I found they were 
Harvey’s Best and, all the way from Kingston, Park Brewery’s 
Isabella plus the one I went for, Brick’s Peckham Pale.  At 
£4.70, this was very good.  The bar staff were very friendly 
and offered me tasters.  By now it was half past five and the 
pub was getting busier as people finished work.  A good 
GBG pub and well worth a visit. 
  On leaving, I crossed over Borough High Street and 
headed along Long Lane to see what else I could find, 
possibly passing the George and the site of Valentines.  
Taking a left past the old leather exchange, around the 
corner I found a little Fuller’s pub, the Leather Exchange.  In 
recent years, for some reason, the name had been changed 
to the Jugglers Arms but Fuller’s changed it back to its 
original name.  I had been here in 1993 and 2011 when the 
London Pride cost £3.50.  It is a small fronted pub with cream 
stone window surrounds and inside it was equally small.  It 
has a high ceiling, a small horseshoe shaped bar, a light 
wood floor, pale green walls and a dark green ceiling with 
one ornate supporting pillar.  There was a mixture of seating 
from settees and benches to high chairs.  Again there was 
an impressive gold framed mirror.  Every pub around here 
seems to have one.  I was asked to take a seat because it 
was table service only.  There was only London Pride 
available, at £5.20, but I was given a complimentary bottle 
of water.  Payment was by card only.  Once again, the beer 
was very good and the pub quite busy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Next I continued down Bermondsey Street, passing the 
Woolpack and what was the Yorkshire Grey, now called the 
Garrison.  Going right under the railway bridge I thought 
about heading to the Dean Swift which has always been 
worth a visit in the past.  However, just under the bridge, I 
saw a place called Hop Kingdom.  I thought it was the 
Southwark Tap and so I decided to give it a go but, on 
approaching the bar, it was keg only.  I later found out that 
the Southwark Tap was actually further along.  Carrying on, 
crossing over Tower Bridge Rd, I passed what had been one 
of the Draft House pubs, now a BrewDog outlet called the 
Tower Bridge Arms.  I quickly found the Dean Swift, which is 
tucked away around the corner.  It is a two storey corner pub, 
previously called the Bricklayers and had been closed for 
twenty years.  
  Inside, it was busy, with a small bar in a back corner.  There 
was a varnished wood floor, high wood wall panelling 
painted green, with cream upper parts and ceiling.  
Surrounding the Victorian fireplace was some nice tilework 
and above was the obligatory gold framed clear mirror.  
There was also a second one to the rear.  The seating was 
the usual mixture of high and low.  At the bar, there were just 
two ales on.  One, not surprisingly, came from Southwark, 
called Mayflower, and the other from Moor of Bristol, called 
Resonance.  I went for that at £4.50 and, once again, it was 
very good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  I thought that this would do for the day but, returning to 
Waterloo, I always find the Waterloo Tap rather tempting.  
Yes, why not, just to finish off.  I went for a Hammerton’s N7 
(5.2% ABV) at £4.20.  A bargain, and, once again, very good.  
Quite an amazing afternoon overall, with every beer that I 
had being in excellent condition and only one costing over 
£5.  Well worth my visit to SE1.  
Clive Taylor

The Eleanor Arms 

460 Old Ford Road 
Bow, London E3 5JP 

Tel: 020 8980 6992  www.eleanorarms.co.uk

You can reach us by bus (8 from Bethnal 
Green), Barclays Bikes (opp pub),  

canal or on foot

Friendly welcoming atmosphere. 
CAMRA Good Beer Guide Listed 

Serving the best Shepherd Neame beers, 
and an extensive single malt 
whisky and wine selection 

Beer garden, snacks, free wi-fi, 
board games, music,  

live jazz and a wicked monthly quiz  
Opening times 

Mon to Fri 4pm – 11pm 
Sat and Sun 12 noon – 11pm



WhatPub? is CAMRA’s on-line pub database.  It is available for all to use, not just CAMRA members; just 
go to https://whatpub.com/.  It features nearly 38,000 pubs which normally serve real ale plus records 

of non real ale and closed pubs.  All of the information has been compiled by CAMRA members and no fee 
is charged – or sought – for inclusion.  You can search by specific pub name or general location.  It is also 
possible for all users, again not just CAMRA members, to submit updates for entries (factual ones, not 
contentious customer reviews, please!).   
  In normal times you will find opening times, descriptions, facilities, maps and of course details of the real 
ale and cider on offer.  Every effort is being made to update entries to show each pub’s current situation 
but, as readers will appreciate, this is a substantial undertaking so we cannot guarantee that every entry 
will be up to date.   
  WhatPub is, incidentally, not to be confused with the Good Beer Guide ‘app’.  Good Beer Guide pubs 
are, of course, included but you cannot simply search for GBG pubs in a particular area.
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WhatPub? Update publishes news items collated by 
Greater London branches, often from information 

supplied through the ‘Submit Update’ button on WhatPub.  
We aim to report all openings and closures of places that 
satisfy the CAMRA definition of a pub (including those selling 
draught but not real ale); all pubs that add or remove real 
ale; and changes of name, ownership or beer policy.  
Readers are encouraged to visit WhatPub? for pub details, 
and to ‘Submit Update’ when they find incomplete or out-
of-date information.  
 

NEW & REOPENED PUBS & CLUBS  
CONVERTED TO REAL ALE 

 
INNER LONDON 

E1, 100, 100 Shoreditch High St. Hotel with a lobby bar, a 
rooftop bar, and a cocktail bar in the basement. No cask ale. 
E2, ALBION (Harcourt Inns), 2-4 Boundary St. Café, bar & 
grocery on the ground floor of the Boundary Hotel. 3 keg 
beers from Forest Road brewery. 
E2, COMMON COUNTER AT GLASS HOUSE, 118 Bethnal 
Green Rd. Bar & restaurant in a LQBTQIA+ space. The venue 
includes a cafe and event space. Keg beer. 
E2, SHELTER, 267 Kingsland Rd. Reopened as KINGS LAND 
in December 2021 
E10, PATCHWORKS, 258 Church Rd. Café, bar & event 
space with a courtyard. Craft beer from Signature Brewery 
E13, VICTORIA TAVERN, 28 High St. Reopened in April 
2021. 
E14, CARAVAN CANARY WHARF, Unit 2, Reuters Pl. 
Mainly a restaurant, with a bar area. 2 keg beers from 
Camden Town. Cashless venue. 
E15, CART & HORSES, 1 Maryland Point. Reopened 
following closure in 2019. Real ale reportedly available. 
EC2, FOUNTAIN TAP, 14 Rivington St. Sister bar to the Old 
Fountain pub. 9 beers on tap. Cider in bottle and cans. 
EC3, ADRIATICO (independent), 12-14 Mitre St. Reopened 
as ADRIATIC BAR & RESTAURANT in July 2021. 
EC3, SILK & GRAIN, 33 Cornhill. Reopened as SIMMONS 
(BANK). Keg beer only. 
EC4, CARAVAN CITY, 22 Bloomberg Arcade. Primarily a 
restaurant, with limited bar space. 2 keg beers from Camden 
Town 

N1, STAR OF KINGS (Electric Star), 126 York Way. Real ale 
reinstated: Five Points Pale. 
N7, HOUSE OF HAMMERTON (Hammerton Brewery), 99 
Holloway Rd. Real ale reinstated with their new release Best 
Bitter at 4%. 
N18, WHITE HORSE (Craft Union), 103 Fore St. Real ale 
reinstated: Sharp’s Doom Bar but may not always be 
available. 
SE1, BALTIC, 74 Blackfriars Rd. Reopened as ANTILLEAN, 
a Pan-Caribbean restaurant and bar 
SE17, HUNTSMAN & HOUNDS (Market Taverns), 70 Elsted 
St. Real ale reinstated: a changing beer from Southwark. 
SE19, VARANDA , 35 Westow St. A modern bar with music 
and contemporary decoration, specialising in Spanish and 
Mexican street food. Up to four Gipsy Hill beers are served 
from keg taps, and a real cider is usually available. Down 
steps from the small bar area is a large attached marquee 
and tented outside seating.  From March 2022 the bar will 
open on Wednesdays and Thursdays. 
SE27, GIPSY HILL TAPROOM, Unit 5, 160 Hamilton Rd, 
directly opposite the brewery. A sizeable space with plenty 
of seating and tables. There is a large outside seating area 
albeit in what is essentially the yard/car park but no doubt a 
pleasant place to sit in warm weather. Up to 10 keg beers 
available. Payment by card only. Food can be ordered from 
Yard Sale Pizza from menus provided. 
SW19, MERTON APPRENTICE, The Apprentice Shop, 
Merton Abbey Mills, Watermill Way. Reopened. 
WC2, NELL OF OLD DRURY (Stonegate), 29 Catherine St. 
Real ale reinstated. Regular beers Sambrook’s Wandle, 
Sharp’s Doom Bar and St Austell Proper Job. 
WC2, TEMPLE BREW HOUSE (City Pub Company), 46 
Essex St. After a long period of closure, this venue reopened 
in late February 2022. 
W1, MARKET HALL WEST END (Market Halls), 9 Holles St. 
Reopened but reduced to just the one trading floor, 
featuring eight independent street-food food kitchens and 
two bars. Craft beers, all from BrewDog, but no real ale. 
W1, THORNBURY CASTLE (Stonegate Pub Partners), 29A 
Enford St. Reopened in February under new management. 
Up to three changing real ales currently on offer which have 
included Sharp’s Doom Bar and Twickenham Naked Ladies. 
W2, GREEN MAN (Stonegate Pub Partners/Publove), 308 
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Edgware Rd. Real ale reinstated: a changing beer such as 
Sambrook’s Pumphouse Pale. 
W6, BAR & BLOCK (Whitbread), 229-243 Shepherds Bush 
Rd. Ground floor of a new-build Premier Inn close to the 
centre of Hammersmith. A very large glass fronted room, 3/4 
of which is furnished as a restaurant of some 200 covers. 
Decor throughout is aggressively modern, with a multitude 
of recessed and pendant light fittings set in an open ceiling 
with the now-usual exposed pipes and ducts. The bar and 
restaurant offer seven keg fonts, including BrewDog IPA, 
Guinness and Aspall’s cider, but no real ale. The restaurant, 
but not the bar, is open for breakfast from 6.30 to 10.30am 
on weekdays and 7-11am at the weekend. 
W11, ITALIAN JOB.  Reverted to the PELICAN, with 
handpumps. 
W14, BEACONSFIELD, 24 Blythe Rd. Reopened but no 
longer sells real ale. 
 

OUTER LONDON 
COLLIER ROW (ROMFORD), EL MONO, 322 Collier Row 
La. New tapas bar opened December 2021 in a former 
Insurance office. 
CROYDON, ALMA TAVERN (Heineken UK), 127-129 Lower 
Addiscombe Rd. Reopened in January 2022, having been 
closed for a couple of years. Tastefully refurbished, with 
Croydon-related pictures and comfortable furniture. 
Currently serving Fuller’s London Pride and St Austell Tribute. 
CROYDON, FAIRFIELD TAVERN (Croydon Council), 
Fairfield Halls Park La. Reopened but only for specific events. 
KESTON, KINGS ARMS (Stonegate Pub Partners), Leaves 
Green Rd. Reopened as USKUDAR KINGS ARMS, a ‘Bar & 
Turkish restaurant’. However, casual drinkers may still take 
advantage of the small bar without being required to order 
a meal. Cask ale is (as at Feb 2022) not being served but may 
return later in the year. 
NORTHOLT, OFFICE, 17 Oldfield Circus. Reopened. Keg 
only. 
ROMFORD, HAVERING WELL (Craft Union), 148 Rush 
Green Rd. Real ale now available: Sharp’s Doom Bar and 
Wychwood Hobgoblin IPA. 
SIDCUP, BOYLES’, 79 Station Rd. Opened in December 
2021 in a former upholstery shop. Drinks include cocktails 
and a limited range of draught keg beers. 
SOUTH HARROW, STAR (Punch), 2 South Hill Ave. Having 
closed for good in 2019, reopened February 2022 following 
a refurbishment. No real ale. Was FORNAX & FIRKIN, 
originally CONSTELLATION. 
WELLING, GUY, EARL OF WARWICK (Greene King), Park 
View Rd. Reopened 24 February with new enthusiastic 
licensees after a major refit by GK. There is a welcome return 
of real ale, currently Greene King IPA and London Glory with 
Black Sheep Best as a guest. 
 

PUBS & CLUBS CLOSED, CONVERTED,  
OR CEASED SELLING REAL ALE 

 
INNER LONDON 

E1, PEACOCK (Wellington), 145 Aylward St. Closed. 
Freehold sold to Clerks Well Developments Ltd. 
E3, TWO MORE YEARS, 7 Roach Rd. Closed after 
mezzanine floor collapse. 

E8, LONDON FIELDS BREWERY TAP ROOM. Brewery 
closed and put up for sale by Carlsberg Marstons. 
E10, DRUM (Wetherspoon). Closed after sale. 
E11, BIRDS (Laine). No real ale. 
E17, WILD CARD BREWERY BARREL ROOM. No real ale. 
EC1, GEORGE & MONKEY. No real ale. 
EC3, CROSSWALL.  Closed. Lease on the market. 
N1, ALMA (Stonegate Pub Partners), 59 Newington Green 
Road. No real ale. 
N1, CUCKOO. Claims to be closed for refurbishment 
although the lease is on the market. Previously 
HUNTINGDON ARMS 
N1, PIN UPS. Looks closed. Was ISLINGTON CAFE BAR. 
N4, WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS. No real ale. 
N5, GUNNERS. Closed possibly for building extension 
N15, GOLDEN SANDS BAR. Closed, future uncertain. Was 
DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE. 
N16, COACH  & HORSES (Punch). Closed and boarded up, 
future uncertain. 
NW2, WINDMILL (B & B London). Closed again. 
NW3, OLDE SWISS COTTAGE (Samuel Smith). No real ale. 
NW4, MIDLAND HOTEL (EEH Estates Ltd). Reported closed 
since New Year’s Day. 
NW5, ACES & EIGHTS. No real ale. 
NW5, LORD SOUTHAMPTON (Stonegate Pub Partners). 
Closed with freehold on the market. 
NW10, WILLIAM IV (Wellington). Real ale once again 
discontinued. 
SE7, WHITE HORSE. Closed 6 February 2022. Facebook 
page gives no reason except current licensee moving to a 
new pub, nor likely future prospects for re-opening. 
SE17, BEEHIVE. Seemingly closed at the start of the 
first COVID lockdown and yet to reopen. Planning 
permission to convert ground floor to residential was refused 
in Jan 2022. 
SW6, BROADWAY BAR & GRILL (Stonegate Pub Partners). 
No real ale. 
SW6, CAPTAIN COOK (Heineken). No real ale. 
SW6, MARKET HALL FULHAM (Market Halls). Closed 
permanently by Market Halls. 
SW9, BRIXTON BREWERY TAP ROOM. No real ale. 
SW9, CLAPHAM NORTH (Livelyhood). No real ale. 
SW9, PRINCE OF WALES. No real ale. 
SW9, QUEEN’S HEAD. No real ale. 
SW16, HORSE & GROOM (Greene King). Post-Covid 
lockdowns, it has remained closed. 
SW17, BY THE HORNS BREWERY TAP. Closed and 
reportedly to become a bar for Against the Grain Cidery next 
door. 
SW18, CRANE (Punch). Closed and freehold for sale. 
WC2, TGI FRIDAYS BAR & RESTAURANT, 6 Bedford St. 
Closed, rumoured to become a Wetherspoon. 
W2, ROYAL EXCHANGE. No real ale. 
W2, ROYAL STANDARD. Closed for presumed 
refurbishment. 
W7, WEIRD BEARD. The last brewery open day was 5 
February 2022. The brewery assets have been on the market 
since January. 
W10, REAL DRINKS. Closed.
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OUTER LONDON 
CROYDON, MILAN BAR (Wetherspoon). Closed by 
Wetherspoon on 13 February 2022. 
CROYDON, SAINTS & SINNERS. Closed. Application 
approved January 2020 for 13 bed HMO but public house 
to be retained. 
BELMONT (HARROW), CIRCLE LOUNGE. Closed. 
EASTCOTE, CAPTAIN MORGANS. Understood to have 
closed during 2021. 
FELTHAM, AIRMAN (Stonegate Pub Partners). Closed and 
fully boarded up. Future uncertain. 
FELTHAM, THREE HORSESHOES (Heineken UK/Merlin 
Inns). No real ale. 
HARLINGTON, PHEASENT INN (Tavern Propco). No real ale. 
HARLINGTON, WHEATSHEAF (Stonegate Pub Partners). 
No real ale. 
HEATHROW AIRPORT, HUXLEYS (Tragus). Closed since first 
lockdown. 
HILLINGDON, PRINCE OF WALES. Closed after January 
2021 fire. 
KINGSTON, O`NEILL’S (M&B). No real ale. Was APPLE 
MARKET INN. 
NORTH HARROW, THREE WISHES. Ceased selling real ale 
several years ago. Was ECLIPSE. 
NORTHWOOD HILLS, LOCKER ROOM. Closed. Sign 
outside saying premises to become Turkish grill. 
OLD ISLEWORTH, TOWN WHARF (Samuel Smith). Closed 
with notice on door for couple to run it. 
OLD REDDING, CASE IS ALTERED. Permanently closed 
thanks to Harrow Council closing the adjacent car park at 
4pm every day making this country pub unviable. 
SOUTHALL, HAMBROUGH TAVERN. Closed. Application 
submitted to demolish and replace with hotel and two public 
houses! 
UXBRIDGE, PIPEMAKERS ARMS (Admiral Taverns). Closed 
with freehold on the market. 
WEMBLEY, FLEADH. Has not reopened following first 
lockdown. 
YIEWSLEY, DE BURGH ARMS. Gravity real ale discontinued. 
 

OTHER CHANGES 
 

INNER LONDON 
E14, STEAMSHIP. Having closed in 2015, now converted to 
arts & exhibition centre 
EC1, JERUSALEM TAVERN (St Peter’s Brewery). Renamed 
HOLY TAVERN and no longer operated by the brewery. 
EC3, REVOLUTION. Became pop-up MR TIPSY’S DOWN 
THE HATCH cocktail experience from the New Inventive Bar 
Co for a couple of months from September 2021, now 
closed again. 
N1, DUCHESS OF KENT, 72 Prebend St. To become a 
branch of juice bar Ginger & Mint. 
NW2, WHELANS (Greene King), 341 Oxgate La. Reverted 
to OX & GATE. 
NW5, OXFORD TAVERN (Maverick Pubs). LocAle accredited: 
beers from Redemption and Three Sods recently available. 
NW6, SIR COLIN CAMPBELL (Tidalwave Bars). No longer 
LocAle accredited. 
NW7, RED FILLY. Renamed REDICAN’S BAR, was 
KERRIGANS. 

NW10, ISLAND (City Pub Company). Freehold bought by 
leaseholder Inda Pub Group. 
SE13, SUTTONS RADIO (Antic). Already reported closed; 
application to convert to retail submitted August 2021. 
SW5, PRINCE OF TECK (Stonegate Pub Partners). 
Converted to managed format. Initial beers were Sharp’s, 
Taylor Boltmaker & Landlord. 
SW6, JOE’S BRASSERIE, 130 Wandsworth Bridge Rd. 
Renamed BRINKLEY’S FULHAM. 
SW11, BATTERSEA BREWERY TAP ROOM. Now LocAle 
accredited. 
SW12, WOLFGANG’S BEER HAUS. Having closed March 
2020, converted by April 2021 to a post office and a 
takeaway. 
SW15, TELEGRAPH (Brunning & Price). LocAle accredited. 
SW19, SWAN (Greene King). Converted to Metropolitan 
Pub Co format after refurbishment and renamed 
RUSHMERE. Beers from Wimbledon now available. 
SW19, WIMBLEDON BREWERY TAP. Now LocAle 
accredited. 
W1, PAM’S (Urban Pubs & Bars). Renamed GANTON 
ARMS. 
W12, DEFECTOR’S WELD (Young’s). LocAle accreditation 
revoked. 
 

OUTER LONDON 
NORTHOLT, THE BAR. Renamed XO CLUB & BAR. 
ROMFORD, BRADWELL’S. Having lost licence, now 
converted to retail. 
ROMFORD, VOODOO. Having closed 2018, converted to 
the Vedi Apart-Hotel in 2021. 
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8 constantly changing real ales 
and 11 rotating keg beers

An extensive range of bottled craft beer
Food served daily

1 minute from Old St. Tube – Exit 4
3 Baldwin Street, EC1V 9NU

020 7253 2970

@oldfountainales
info@oldfountain.co.uk   www.oldfountain.co.uk

Now open at weekends
with Sunday Roasts available

ELAC CAMRA City Pub of the Year Award for 2016
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Funny the (Fuggling) things you remember. . .

Life, back in the 1950s when I started junior school, was 
rose tinted.  However, isn’t there always one fly in the 

ointment?  In my case it was a girl who started in my class at 
the same time and to whom I took an instant dislike.  There 
were plenty of reasons for this; for a start, she lived right next 
door to Charville Junior, our school in Hayes (Middlesex) and, 
really, no-one should have that easy a walk to school.  
Secondly, she didn’t believe in aliens from another planet, 
which every schoolboy at the time who got a daily dose of 
Dan Dare on Radio Luxembourg, knew jolly well there were.  
Thirdly she wore her hair in Ringlets!  Who in the 1950’s had 
their hair in ringlets!  Well, any of these were valid reasons 
for a seven year old lad to dislike her but it was not any of 
these.  No.  It was her name, Dawn Fuggle!  Who has a name 
like Fuggle! 
  It was only later, when I grew up and learned about the art 
of brewing beer, that I discovered what a fabled name 
Fuggle was.  Before the current fashion of using awful New 
World hops, with their pungent, sharp, acidy, citrus flavours, 
Fuggles were the mainstay hop variety and they had 
flavoured and preserved English beers for generations.  A 
hop that, instead of a citrus bite, added a balanced, rounded 
bitterness to beers. 
  Today’s modern hops, known as New World hops, because 
they originated in America and New Zealand, are described 
as dual purpose and ‘high alpha’.  While they do offer an 
initial citrusy burst of taste, this soon becomes an irritant 
because, as you keep drinking, you find that they have 
completely overpowered the other aspects of beer, such as 

the flavour of the sweet malt and the character of the 
brewer’s individual yeast strain.  The only occasion when I 
personally felt New World citrus hops enhanced a beer was 
a year or so ago when brewers Greene King used them to 
brew a Black IPA.  Then they worked really well because the 
other components of the beer, especially the stronger tasting 
dark malt, were able to stand up to them.  More of this Black 
IPA, Greene King please. 
  As brewery history scholars, let us remember in tribute the 
days when brewers produced beers with a balanced palette 
when all the intricate delicacies of the beer could surface.  A 
time when beers were brewed predominantly with the good, 
traditional Fuggles hops. 
  Oh, and Dawn, if you are reading this, I take back 
everything.  If it were today, any disbelief of alien beings and 
wearing your hair in ringlets would be wonderful traits of 
independent thinking and, with a name like Fuggle, without 
doubt, it would be me, now your number one admirer, 
offering to carry your school satchel each day, even if it was 
only to the house next door. 
  Interestingly my memory coincides with a special date for 
the Fuggles Golding hop, as, according to a post on Twitter, 
it appears that 2021 was the 150th anniversary of their first 
recorded sale.  So, brewers of the 2020s, forget being 
‘citrusy trendy’ and get back to brewing balanced beers and 
celebrate the proven Fuggle hop. 
Alan Greenwood

BOOKS NEWS 

The latest release from CAMRA Books is the United 
Kingdom of Beer by long established beer writer 

Adrian Tierney-Jones.  It lists his personal selection of 
250 of the very best beers in bottle and can from 
around these islands.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  It covers beers of all styles, including bitters, stouts 
and lagers.  The book was released on 16 March and 
costs £16.99 (or £14.99 to CAMRA members) plus 
postage and packing.  It is available on-line from 
CAMRA at shop1.camra.org.uk. 
  In conjunction with the launch of the book, on 31 
March, the author was presenting an on-line tasting 
from a box of five of the beers, supplied by CAMRA.  
Hopefully, anyone interested will have seen the 
advance publicity.





Hello again faithful followers (and those who stick pins into 
wax effigies of me every two months – or maybe the 

aches and pains are just because I’m just getting old).  Well, 
the Met Office says it’s Spring; the weather is quite pleasant 
and there are lots of daffodils in bloom in Bushy Park.  That’s 
not a bad sign following the close-knit family of storms 
we had recently.  Ah Spring!  When an old man’s fancy 
turns to thoughts of going to rugby matches without 
needing the long johns and body warmer under the winter 
coat! 
  What sort of old codswallop is that!?  Let’s get on with 
some number puzzles.  I’ll admit that there are a couple I 
have used before (but word search tells me that it wasn’t in 
the last 17 years): 
1. 12 E on an O 
2. 72 is TCTTS (AA) 
3. 2 S on a “B”B 
4. 6 is at TOC on a DB 
5. 10 A in a SF 
6. 4 H of the A 
7. 1728 CI in a CF 
8. 2 RL on the F of the H of C 
9. 10,500 SB in L 
10. 160 FO in a G 
  Right, so that’s got us limbered (or is that fed?) up.  I now 
present for your delectation and delight (What is this guy 
on!?) 5BY4.  Having done islands last time, I thought I would 
not waste the idea so this month I’ve gone upmarket 
to the World’s Biggest Islands.  No, I have not included 
Australia; Wikipedia says it isn’t one – it’s one of the World’s 
four land masses and besides, it would be just too 
obvious. 
1. Victoria Island (Canada)     A.  1st [822,700 square miles] 
2. Great Britain                       B.  2nd [303,381 square miles] 
3. Ellesmere Island (Canada)  C.  3rd [288,869 square miles] 
4. New Guinea                       D. 4th [226,658 square miles] 
5. Madagascar                       E.  5th [195,928 square miles] 
6. Borneo                               F.   6th [171,068 square miles] 
7. Baffin Island (Canada)        G. 7th [87,200 square miles] 
8. Honshu                               H. 8th [83,897 square miles] 
9. Sumatra                              I.   9th [80,823 square miles] 
10. Greenland                          J.  10th [75,767 square miles] 
  It was nice to see Great Britain in the list, wasn’t it? (No? 
Well, suit yourself!).  I was trying to think of a subject to pull 
the General Trivia questions into some kind of a cohesive 
mass (Sounds a bit like three day old gravy) when I thought, 
rather than covering a two month slice of the year (as I 
sometimes do), I would follow the success (?) of the last 
edition with questions that all relate to a single date – 1 April, 
this time.  So here we go. 
1. Probably regarded by some as the classic April fool’s 

trick, Value Added Tax (VAT) was introduced in Britain on 
1 April in what year? 

2. Regarded as the archetypal English actress, Dame Cicely 
Courtneidge was born on 1 April 1893. In what part of 
the Commonwealth? 

3. Physician William Harvey was born on 1 April 1578 in 
Folkestone.  What fundamental property of the human 
body (and other animals) was he the first to discover? 

4. In what year did the Times become the first newspaper 
to publish a daily weather chart? 

5. Scott Joplin, the ragtime pianist and composer of Maple 
Leaf Rag among many others, died on 1 April but in what 
year? 

6. In what year (on 1 April) was Tinos I, the United States’ 
first meteorological satellite launched? 

7. David Gower, captain of the England cricket team was 
born on 1 April 1957 in Tunbridge Wells.  For what two 
English counties did he play (from 1975 to 1989 and 
1990 to 1993 respectively)? 

8. The administrative county of Greater London came into 
being on 1 April, in what year? 

9. The Swedish word ombudsman first came into use in 
Britain when Sir Edmund Compton took office as the first 
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration on 1 
April, in what year 

10. The use of the treadmill as a means of hard labour finally 
ended in British prisons on 1 April of what year? 

  The new year resolution to cut down on the parentheses 
didn’t last long, did it!  Have a good Easter. 
Andy Pirson 
 
As usual, here are the solutions to the puzzles set in the 
February Idle Moments column. 
 
NUMBER PUZZLES: 
1. 10 Florins in a Pound (Before Decimal Currency) 
2. 6 Thousand Million Million Million Tonnes is the 

Approximate Mass of the Earth 
3. 7 Magpies for a Secret Never To Be Told 
4. 12 Toes on a Three-Toed Sloth 
5. 5 Points for the Blue Ball in Snooker 
6. 1 Leg of Dudley Moore’s Tarzan 
7. 7 Pedals on a Concert Harp 
8. 1024 is Two to the Power of Ten 
9. 3 Laws of Motion by Isaac Newton 
10. 145 is a Gross and One 
 
5BY4: London Brewers (2) 
1. SlyBeast – Wandsworth 
2. Ignition – Sydenham 
3. Bianca Road – Bermondsey 
4. Tankleys – Sidcup 
5. Orbit – Walworth 
6. Greywood – Wood Green 
7. Deviant & Dandy – Hackney 
8. Neckstamper – Leyton 
9. Anspach & Hobday – Croydon 
10. London Beer Lab – Loughborough Junction 
 
General knowledge: 
1. The British coal industry was nationalised on 1 January 

in 1947. 
2. On 1 January 1909, the first old age pensions were paid 

in Britain to people over the age of 70 years. 
3. The two British coins which ceased to be legal tender on 

1 January were the half crown (2/6d) in 1970 and the half 
(new) penny in 1985. 

4. The new daily newspaper, the Daily Universal Register, 
which was founded on 1 January 1785, changed its name 
three years later to The Times.
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5. New British ‘silver’ coins ceased to contain any silver (and 
became fully cupro-nickel) on 1 January 1947. 

6. Samuel Pepys started writing his famous diary on 1 
January 1660.  He discontinued it on 31 May 1669. 

7. The British Board of Film Censors began operating on 1 
January 1913. 

8. It was Sudan which became an independent republic on 

1 January 1956, after having been jointly administered 
by Great Britain and Egypt. 

9. The country which became the tenth member of the EEC 
(now EU) on 1 January 1981 (following Britain, Ireland 
and Denmark) is Greece. 

10. New Year’s Day first become a national holiday 
throughout the whole of Great Britain on 1 January 1974.

Tributes
ALAN MCDONALD 

Alan sadly passed away on the 19 December 2021.  He 
had been an active member of the West Middlesex 

Branch of CAMRA for over thirty years.  Alan was born in 
Dundee in 1949, in tough circumstances, being brought up 
by an early widowed mother.  He attended Dundee 
University where he studied librarianship.  During the 1970s 
he came to London where he was employed as a librarian, 

but also ran a record shop in 
Wembley where he indulged in 
one of his great passions, music, 
especially the blues.  Alan was a 
sociable and knowledgeable 
companion.  His three great 
interests were music, football, and 
of course, real ale.  He often 
volunteered at CAMRA beer 
festivals.  For a number of years he 
managed the products and 
membership stand at Ealing, and 
worked on glasses or the bar at the 

Great British Beer Festival, London Drinker and Pig’s Ear.  He 
was a great collection of vinyl records, CDs, football 
programmes, and even CAMRA t-shirts!  He was also an 
excellent ‘mine host’, especially with Sunday barbecues, 
which usually ended with a round of crazy golf.  Invariably, 

an interesting prize was organised for the winner.  He leaves 
behind his long-time companion, Elizabeth, and lots of fond 
memories, having contributed immensely to CAMRA behind 
the scenes.  He will be much missed by his friends and 
CAMRA colleagues. 
Bob O’Brien (with thanks to Mike Rust and Roy Tunstall) 
 

STEVE BETTELL 

Steve, who passed away in February, was a regular 
volunteer at both Battersea and Wandle Beer Festivals 

and CAMRA’s South West London branch would like to send 
condolences to his wife, Penny, and family. 
 

MUCH MISSED 

We had just gone to print with the last edition when the 
death was announced of one of my heroes, Barry Cryer.  

According to the Evening Standard (27 January), once, when 
interviewed at the Garrick Club, he said, “I’ve been into all 
these clubs because everyone assumes I’m a member.  I 
much prefer my local Wetherspoon’s, the Moon & Sixpence 
in Hatch End.  I’m the thinking woman’s lager lout.”  I 
remember Humphrey Lyttelton once saying, at the start of 
an episode of I’m Sorry I Haven’t A Clue, “Barry’s in a bad 
mood today.  Some swine has cut the ring-pulls off his 
lunch”.

A beer for the Queen’s JubileeA beer for the Queen’s Jubilee  

On 18 February, the Windsor & Eton Brewery launched their contribution to HM 
the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in the form of a new beer called Castle Hill.  Co-

founder Will Calvert explained, “We’ve created a glorious beer that will appeal to a 
really wide audience.  The Queen is a great supporter of the Commonwealth, so the 
recipe includes barley grown at the Royal Farm in Windsor and a selection of world 
hops, including Pacific Jade from New Zealand.  As a finishing touch we are using 
champagne yeast to create a beer that’s platinum pale in colour and refreshing in 
taste.” 
  Castle Hill is a 5% ABV pale ale and will be available initially in 500ml bottles and 
later in the year in 440ml cans.  A cask version at 4.5% ABV is due in May. 
  The very distinctive artwork for the beer has also been sourced locally, from artist 
Basia Dobrzalska, whose work is influenced by vintage travel posters.  Ms Dobrzalska 
commented that W&E have a history of using creative graphics and added, “As a local 
artist it is fantastic to be involved with both a prestigious business and a celebration 
of this magnitude.” 
  The beer will be available in W&E’s taproom and in a number of local outlets.  It can 
also be purchased from their on-line shop at https://shop.webrew.co.uk/.  You will be 
in good company.  The brewery holds a Royal Warrant to supply beer to the Queen.
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CAMRA celebrated its 50th anniversary last year.  In those years it has become one of the most successful consumer 
organisations in Europe.  We must not rest on our laurels however.  Above all, we are a campaign; we must continue to 

protect and promote real ale and to protect the great British pub.  This work is currently even more important than ever with 
the consequences of the pandemic continuing to put the hospitality sector under great strain and increasing the risk of pub 
closures. 
  CAMRA is led by volunteers, right up to its National Executive.  The more of us doing the campaigning, the better.  Please 
think about joining CAMRA.   
  There are lots of ways that you can contribute.  Just using your local pubs regularly is important but there are other tasks 
such as lobbying MPs, updating pub information, submitting beer scores, liaising with breweries or even distributing magazines 
to pubs.  Now that we are allowed to meet as groups again, we have returned to listing local branch events in our diary section.  
There are as many, if not more, social events as there are business meetings.  If you come along, you will not be jumped on to 
take a job of some sort, although if after a while you feel like doing so, more the better.  We appreciate that not everyone has 
time to give so there are no expectations.   
  More importantly, you will meet new friends.  CAMRA members are a wonderful mix of people of all ages, from all walks of life.  
  We are also now able to hold beer festivals again.  Most CAMRA beer festivals need new volunteers and there is a very wide 
range of jobs available.  There is a special sort of camaraderie among beer festival volunteers.  It’s hard work but there are many 
who, having tried it once, are hooked for life.   
  CAMRA also has an active Pub Heritage Group which records, celebrates and helps protect some of the nation’s most important 
community buildings.  There are some excellent pub heritage guides available. 
  CAMRA members can also enjoy a wealth of on-line information on our Learn & Discover platform, contributed by experts in 
their fields.  You can also listen in to our podcast, Pubs. Pints. People, all about the world of beer, cider and pubs. 
  The material benefits of CAMRA membership are: 
• Access to the ‘What’s Brewing’ website with associated Twitter feed 
• Our quarterly magazine ‘Beer’ (available either on-line or in print) and including an 8 page news insert 
• Free or discounted entry to most CAMRA beer festivals, including the Great British Beer Festival 
• Discounts on CAMRA books 
• Discounts at some carefully selected holiday companies  
• £30 worth of vouchers (60 X 50p) for use in the pubs of those companies who are participating 
• Discounts at some pubs, at their discretion 
  Annual subscriptions (as from 1 July 2021) are: 
• Single membership, paid by Direct Debit, £28.50; 
• Joint membership (partner at same address) £35.50.   
• Add £2 if not paying by Direct Debit.   
Some concessions are available.  You can find out more at https://join.camra.org.uk or search ‘join CAMRA’.

Why should I join CAMRA?

ADVERTISING IN LONDON DRINKER 
Following our return to having a printed version, to begin with, our advertising rates will stay as follows: 

Full page colour £345; Full page black and white £275 
Half page colour £210; Half page black and white £155 

Quarter page colour £115; Quarter page black and white £90 
 

Call John Galpin on 020 3287 2966 or Mobile 07508 036835 
Email: johngalpinmedia@gmail.com or Twitter@LDads 

 
London Drinker is published bi-monthly. The June/July edition will be available from 

Wednesday 25 May.  An on-line version will continue to be available. 
 

If you wish to contact the editorial team, please use Ldnews.hedger@gmail.com rather than the address above.
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Crossword

Compiled by DAVE QUINTON 
£20 prize to be won 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Name .................................................................................................... 

Address ................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................. 
 
All correct entries received by first post on 18 May will be entered 
into a draw for the prize. 
 
The prize winner will be announced in the August/September London 
Drinker. The solution will be given in the June/July edition.  
All entries to be submitted to: London Drinker Crossword, 13 
Belvedere Close, Teddington TW11 0NT 
 
Please note: Entries on oversize copies of the grid will not be entered 
into the prize draw. 
 
FEBRUARY/MARCH SOLUTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACROSS 
1. Assume I’m in office. [5] 
4. Leading farmer with permit to be left alone. [6] 
9. At university attempts to get results. [7] 
10. Small desire to drink. [4] 
11. Fry cold joint. [4] 
12. Travelling in France. [7] 
13. Motoring organisation going over vehicle. [3] 
14. The manipulation of numbers of Yanks. [4] 
16. C-cut and eat. [4] 
18. Performance starting after closing time. [3] 
20. Crazes are exciting for sure. [7] 
21. In the middle of some dream I died. [4] 
24. Healthy drink in the pub. [5] 
25. Team always putting on weight. [7] 
26. Most sensible home in Capetown. [6] 
27. The ups and downs of life at the seaside. [5] 
 
DOWN 
1. A drink going round belly. [6] 
2. His excitement about American food. [5] 
3. Instrument found in upturned sack. [4] 
5. Tipsy, start cab to find take away. [8] 
6. Taking it easy, European is overwhelmed by  

temptation. [7] 
7. Why start to change him? [6] 
8. Flower produced with boundless skill. [5] 
13. Songs and drinks following short task. [8] 
15. Far off I am able to see Nelson Mandela maybe. [7] 
17. Film of kinky sex life cut. [6] 
18. Very pale like a bird. [5] 
19. A handsome youth with trouble rejected evil. [6] 
22. In difficulty on board, cheers up in the sea. [5] 
23. Criminal inclination. [4] 
 
Winner of the prize for the December/January crossword:  
William Hill of Aldershot. 
 
Other correct entries were received from: 
Tony Alpe, L Bamford, Cheryl Bloom, John Butler, Kathryn 
Chard, Mrs H Clark, Paul Curson, Peter Curson, Michael 
Davis, John Dodd, Bill Fullick, Bob Furlong, Richard Garton, 
Paul Gray, J E Green, Alan Greer, Richard Gregory, Matthew 
Griffiths, Caroline Guthrie, Ms Gerry Guthrie, Stuart Guthrie, 
John Howarth, Alan Humphrey, Carol Jenkins, Claire Jenkins, 
Mike Joyce, M Lancaster, Pete Large, Terry Lavell, Brian 
Laverick, Marjorie Lopatis, Donald MacAuley, Derek 
McDonnell, Chris Mason, Rob Mills, Pam Moger, Jan 
Mondrzejewski, Dave Murphy, Paul Murphy, Brian Myhill, Paul 
Nicholls, Mark Nichols, Gerald Notley, M Ognenovic, Michael 
Oliver, Nigel Parsons, Gillian Patterson, Alan Pennington, 
Tony Petyt, Mark Pilkington, G Pote, Barrie Powell, Heather 
Powell, Jeanette Powell, Richard Rogers, Albert Ross, John 
Savage, Ruth Smith, Ben Taylor, Bill Thackray, Mark 
Thompson, Jeff Tucker, Andy Wakefield, Martin Weedon, 
Alan Welsh, S Williams, John Williamson, N Woodford, David 
Woodward 
There were also 15 incorrect entries.
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Great space for working, meetings, 
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@w i n d s o r e t o n b r e w e r y

35 mins from 
Paddington


